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Abstract
In this paper we present some new limit theorems for power variation of kth order
increments of stationary increments Le´vy driven moving averages. In this infill sam-
pling setting, the asymptotic theory gives very surprising results, which (partially)
have no counterpart in the theory of discrete moving averages. More specifically, we
will show that the first order limit theorems and the mode of convergence strongly
depend on the interplay between the given order of the increments, the considered
power p > 0, the Blumenthal–Getoor index β ∈ (0, 2) of the driving pure jump Le´vy
process L and the behaviour of the kernel function g at 0 determined by the power
α. First order asymptotic theory essentially comprise three cases: stable convergence
towards a certain infinitely divisible distribution, an ergodic type limit theorem and
convergence in probability towards an integrated random process. We also prove the
second order limit theorem connected to the ergodic type result. When the driving
Le´vy process L is a symmetric β-stable process we obtain two different limits: a cen-
tral limit theorem and convergence in distribution towards a (1 − α)β-stable random
variable.
Keywords: Power variation, limit theorems, moving averages, fractional processes,
stable convergence, high frequency data.
AMS 2010 subject classifications. Primary 60F05, 60F15, 60G22; Secondary
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1 Introduction and main results
In the recent years there has been an increasing interest in limit theory for power variations
of stochastic processes. Power variation functionals and related statistics play a major role
in analyzing the fine properties of the underlying model, in stochastic integration concepts
and statistical inference. In the last decade asymptotic theory for power variations of
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2various classes of stochastic processes has been intensively investigated in the literature.
We refer e.g. to [6, 26, 27, 33] for limit theory for power variations of Itoˆ semimartingales,
to [4, 5, 18, 23, 32] for the asymptotic results in the framework of fractional Brownian
motion and related processes, and to [17, 41] for investigations of power variation of the
Rosenblatt process.
In this paper we study the power variation of stationary increments Le´vy driven moving
averages. More specifically, we consider an infinitely divisible process with stationary
increments (Xt)t≥0, defined on a probability space (Ω,F ,P), given as
Xt =
∫ t
−∞
{
g(t− s)− g0(−s)
}
dLs, (1.1)
where L = (Lt)t∈R is a symmetric Le´vy process on R with L0 = 0, that is, for all u ∈ R,
(Lt+u − Lu)t≥0 is a Le´vy process indexed by R+ which distribution is invariant under
multiplication with −1. Furthermore, g and g0 are deterministic functions from R into R
vanishing on (−∞, 0). In the further discussion we will need the notion of Blumenthal–
Getoor index of L, which is defined via
β := inf
{
r ≥ 0 :
∫ 1
−1
|x|r ν(dx) <∞
}
∈ [0, 2], (1.2)
where ν denotes the Le´vy measure of L. When g0 = 0, process X is a moving average,
and in this case X is a stationary process. If g(s) = g0(s) = s
α
+, X is a so called
fractional Le´vy process. In particular, when L is a β-stable Le´vy motion with β ∈ (0, 2),
X is called a linear fractional stable motion and it is self-similar with indexH = α+1/β; see
e.g. [36] (since in this case the stability index and the Blumenthal–Getoor index coincide,
they are both denoted by β).
Probabilistic analysis of stationary increments Le´vy driven moving averages such as
semimartingale property, fine scale structure and integration concepts, have been inves-
tigated in several papers. We refer to the work of [8, 9, 10, 11, 29] among many others.
However, only few results on the power variations of such processes are presently available,
exceptions to this are [9, Theorem 5.1] and [21, Theorem 2]; see Remark 2.4 for a closer
discussion of a result from [9, Theorem 5.1]. These two results are concerned with certain
power variation of fractional Le´vy process and have some overlad with our Theorem 1.1(ii)
for the linear fractional stable motion, but we apply different proofs. The aim of this paper
is to derive a rather complete picture of the first order asymptotic theory for power vari-
ation of the process X, and, in some cases, the associated second order limit theory. We
will see that the type of convergence and the limiting random variables/distributions are
quite surprising and novel in the literature. Apart from pure probabilistic interest, limit
theory for power variations of stationary increments Le´vy driven moving averages give
rise to a variety of statistical methods (e.g. identification and estimation of the unknown
parameters α and β) and it provides a first step towards asymptotic theory for power
variation of stochastic processes, which contain X as a building block. In this context
let us mention stochastic integrals with respect to X and Le´vy semi-stationary processes,
which have been introduced in [3].
3To describe our main results we need to introduce some notation and a set of assump-
tions. In this work we consider the kth order increments ∆ni,kX of X, k ∈ N, that are
defined by
∆ni,kX :=
k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
k
j
)
X(i−j)/n, i ≥ k.
For instance, we have that ∆ni,1X = X i
n
−X i−1
n
and ∆ni,2X = X i
n
− 2X i−1
n
+X i−2
n
. Our
main functional is the power variation computed on the basis of kth order filters:
V (p; k)n :=
n∑
i=k
|∆ni,kX|p, p > 0. (1.3)
Now, we introduce the following set of assumptions on g and ν:
Assumption (A): The function g : R→ R satisfies
g(t) ∼ c0tα as t ↓ 0 for some α > 0 and c0 6= 0, (1.4)
where g(t) ∼ f(t) as t ↓ 0 means that limt↓0 g(t)/f(t) = 1. For some θ ∈ (0, 2],
lim supt→∞ ν(x : |x| ≥ t)tθ < ∞ and g − g0 is a bounded function in Lθ(R+). Fur-
thermore, g is k-times continuous differentiable on (0,∞) and there exists a δ > 0 such
that |g(k)(t)| ≤ Ktα−k for all t ∈ (0, δ), g(k) ∈ Lθ((δ,∞)) and |g(k)| is decreasing on (δ,∞).
Assumption (A-log): In addition to (A) suppose that
∫∞
δ |g(k)(s)|θ log(1/|g(k)(s)|) ds <
∞.
Assumption (A) ensures that the process X is well-defined, cf. Section 2.4. When L is
a β-stable Le´vy process, we always choose θ = β in assumption (A). Before we introduce
the main results, we need some more notation. Let hk : R→ R be given by
hk(x) =
k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
k
j
)
(x− j)α+, x ∈ R, (1.5)
where y+ = max{y, 0} for all y ∈ R. Let F = (Ft)t≥0 be the filtration generated by
(Lt)t≥0, (Tm)m≥1 be a sequence of F-stopping times that exhaust the jumps of (Lt)t≥0,
that is, {Tm(ω) : m ≥ 1} ∩ R+ = {t ≥ 0 : ∆Lt(ω) 6= 0} and Tm(ω) 6= Tn(ω) for all m 6= n
with Tm(ω) < ∞. Let (Um)m≥1 be independent and uniform [0, 1]-distributed random
variables, defined on an extension (Ω′,F ′,P′) of the original probability space, which are
independent of F .
The following two theorems summarize the first and second order limit theory for the
power variation V (p; k)n. We would like to emphasize part (i) of Theorem 1.1 and part
(i) of Theorem 1.2, which are truly remarkable probabilistic results. We refer to [1, 35]
and to Section 4 for the definition of F-stable convergence which will be denoted L−s−→.
Theorem 1.1 (First order asymptotics.). Suppose (A) is satisfied and assume that the
Blumenthal–Getoor index satisfies β < 2. We obtain the following three cases:
4(i) Suppose that (A-log) holds if θ = 1. If α < k−1/p and p > β we obtain the F-stable
convergence
nαpV (p; k)n
L−s−→ |c0|p
∑
m:Tm∈[0,1]
|∆LTm |pVm where Vm =
∞∑
l=0
|hk(l + Um)|p. (1.6)
(ii) Suppose that L is a symmetric β-stable Le´vy process with scale parameter σ > 0. If
α < k − 1/β and p < β then it holds
n−1+p(α+1/β)V (p; k)n
P−→ mp
where mp = |c0|pσp(
∫
R
|hk(x)|β dx)p/βE[|Z|p] and Z is a symmetric β-stable random
variable with scale parameter 1.
(iii) Suppose that p ≥ 1. If p = θ suppose in addition that (A-log) holds. For all α >
k − 1/(β ∨ p) we deduce
n−1+pkV (p; k)n
P−→
∫ 1
0
|Fu|p du (1.7)
where (Fu)u∈R is a measurable process satisfying
Fu =
∫ u
−∞
g(k)(u− s) dLs a.s. for all u ∈ R and
∫ 1
0
|Fu|p du <∞ a.s.
We remark that, except the critical cases where p = β, α = k − 1/p and α = k − 1/β,
Theorem 1.1 covers all possible choices of α > 0, β ∈ [0, 2) and p ≥ 1. We also note that
the limiting random variable in (1.6) is infinitely divisible, see Section 2.4 for more details.
In addition, we note that there is no convergence in probability in (1.6) due to the fact
that the random variables Vm, m ≥ 1, are independent of L and the properties of stable
convergence. To be used in the next theorem we recall that a totally right skewed ρ-stable
random variable S with ρ > 1, mean zero and scale parameter η > 0 has characteristic
function given by
E[eiθS ] = exp
(
− ηρ|θ|ρ(1− isign(θ) tan(πρ/2))), θ ∈ R.
For part (ii) of Theorem 1.1, which we will refer to as the ergodic case, we also show
the second order asymptotic results.
Theorem 1.2 (Second order assymptotics). Suppose that assumption (A) is satisfied and
L is a symmetric β-stable Le´vy process with scale parameter σ > 0. Let f : [0,∞) 7→ R be
given by f(t) = g(t)/tα for t > 0 and f(0) = c0, and assume that f is k-times continuous
right differentiable at 0. For the below case (i) assume, in addition, that |g′(t)| ≤ Ktα−1
for all t > 0.
5(i) If k = 1, α < 1− 1/β and p < β/2, then it holds that
n
1− 1
(1−α)β
(
n−1+p(α+1/β)V (p; k)n −mp
)
d−→ S,
where S is a totally right skewed (1−α)β-stable random variable with mean zero and
scale parameter σ˜, which is defined in Remark 2.5(i).
(ii) If k ≥ 2, α < k − 2/β and p < β/2 we deduce that
√
n
(
n−1+p(α+1/β)V (p; k)n −mp
)
d−→ N (0, η2), (1.8)
where the quantity η2 is defined in Remark 2.5(ii).
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents some remarks about the na-
ture and applicability of the main results, and it also includes a discussion about related
problems. Section 3 introduces some preliminaries. We state the proof of Theorem 1.1 in
Section 4, while the proof of Theorem 1.2 is demonstrated in Section 5. Some technical
lemmas are deferred to the Appendix.
2 Related results, remarks and extensions
In this section we will give a review of related asymptotic results in the literature, present
some intuition behind our limit theory and discuss possible extensions.
2.1 Fine properties of stationary increments Le´vy driven moving aver-
ages
In this subsection we will discuss the probabilistic properties of the process X defined at
(1.1), such as semimartingale property and small scale behaviour, and their consequences
for the limit theory. For simplicity suppose that L is a symmetric β-stable Le´vy process.
Suppose, in addition, that g′ satisfies the lower bound Ktα−1 ≤ |g′(t)| for all t ∈ (0, 1)
and a constant K > 0. By [8, Example 4.9] it follows that X is a semimartingale if and
only if α > 1−1/β, which is exactly condition (iii) in Theorem 1.1 when k = 1 and p < β.
To better understand the limit theory stated in Theorem 1.1(ii) and Theorem 1.2,
which both refer to the ergodic case, we need to study the small scale behaviour of the
stationary increments Le´vy driven moving averages X. We intuitively deduce the following
6approximation for the increments of X for a small ∆ > 0:
Xt+∆ −Xt =
∫
R
{g(t +∆− s)− g(t − s)} dLs
≈
∫ t+∆
t+∆−ǫ
{g(t+∆− s)− g(t− s)} dLs
≈ c0
∫ t+∆
t+∆−ǫ
{(t+∆− s)α+ − (t− s)α+} dLs
≈ c0
∫
R
{(t+∆− s)α+ − (t− s)α+} dLs = X˜t+∆ − X˜t,
where
X˜t := c0
∫
R
{(t− s)α+ − (−s)α+} dLs, (2.1)
and ǫ > 0 is an arbitrary small real number with ǫ ≫ ∆. In the classical terminology
X˜ is called the tangent process of X. The formal proof of this first order approximation,
which will be demonstrated in Section 4, relies on assumption (A) and the fact that, under
conditions of Theorem 1.1(ii), the weight g(t + ∆ − s) − g(t − s) attains asymptotically
highest values when s ≈ t, since g′ explodes at 0. Recall that the process X˜ is the
linear fractional stable motion. In particular, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1(ii),
it is a linear fractional stable motion with β-stable marginals and self-similarity index
H = α+1/β. Thus, one may transfer the first order asymptotic theory for power variation
of X˜ to the corresponding results for power variation of X. However, the law of large
numbers for power variation of X˜ is easier to handle than the original statistic due to self-
similarity property of X˜, which allows to transform the original triangular observation
scheme into a usual one when studying distributional properties. Then, the standard
ergodic limit theory becomes applicable. Indeed, this is exactly the method of proof of
Theorem 1.1(ii). We remark however that it is much more technical to use the relationship
between X and X˜ for the proof of the second order asymptotic theory in Theorem 1.2. In
fact, we use a more direct approach to show the results of Theorem 1.2.
2.2 Limit theory in the Gaussian case
Throughout this subsection we recall the asymptotic theory for power variation of frac-
tional Brownian motion (BHt )t≥0 with Hurst parameter H ∈ (0, 1) and relate it to our
limit theory. The main demonstrated results have been established in the classical work
[15, 40]. We write V (BH , p; k)n to denote the power variation statistics defined at (1.3)
associated with the fractional Brownian motion (BHt )t≥0.
First of all, we observe the law of large numbers
n−1+pHV (BH , p; k)n
P−→ mp := E[|nH∆ni,kBH |p],
which follows from the ergodic theorem (note that mp is independent of n due to self-
similarity property of BH). The associated weak limit theory depends on the inter-
play between the correlation kernel of the fractional Brownian noise and the Hermite
7rank of the function h(x) = |x|p − mp. Recall that the correlation kernel ρk(j) =
corr(nH∆nk,kB
H , nH∆nk+j,kB
H) of kth order differences of the fractional Brownian motion
satisfies that
|ρk(j)| ≤ Kj2H−2k for j ≥ 1,
for some K > 0. The Hermite expansion of the function h is defined as
h(x) = |x|p −mp =
∞∑
l=2
λlHl(x),
where (Hl)l≥0 are Hermite polynomials, i.e.
H0(x) = 1 and Hl(x) = (−1)l exp(x2/2) d
l
dxl
{− exp(x2/2)} for l ≥ 1.
The Hermite rank of h is the smallest index l with λl 6= 0, which is 2 in our case. The
condition for the validity of a central limit theorem associated to a standardized version
of V (BH , p; k)n is then
∞∑
j=1
ρ2k(j) <∞,
where the power 2 indicates the Hermite rank of h. The latter is obviously fulfilled for
any k ≥ 2 and also for k = 1 if H ∈ (0, 3/4). The next result is a famous statement
from [15, 40]. The Gaussian limit case is usually referred to as Breuer–Major central limit
theorem.
Theorem 2.1. The following assertions hold:
(i) Assume that k ≥ 2 or k = 1 and H ∈ (0, 3/4). Then the central limit theorem holds
√
n
(
n−1+pHV (BH , p; k)n −mp
) d−→ N (0, vp),
where vp =
∑∞
l=2 l!λ
2
l
(
1 + 2
∑∞
j=1 ρ
l
k(j)
)
.
(ii) When k = 1 and H = 3/4 we have
√
n
log n
(
n−1+pHV (BH , p; k)n −mp
) d−→ N (0, v˜p),
where v˜p = 4λ2 limn→∞
1
logn
∑n−1
j=1
n−k
n ρ
2
1(j).
(iii) When k = 1 and H ∈ (3/4, 1) it holds that
n2−2H
(
n−1+pHV (BH , p; k)n −mp
) d−→ Z,
where Z is a Rosenblatt random variable.
8The results of Theorem 2.1 has been extended to the case of general stationary in-
crements Gaussian processes in [23]. Asymptotic theory for power variation of stochastic
integrals with respect to Gaussian processes has been intensively studied in [4, 5, 19]. We
also refer to the interesting work [41] for a study of quadratic variation of the Rosenblatt
process.
Summarizing the asymptotic theory in the Gaussian case, we can conclude that the
limiting behaviour in the framework of stationary increments Le´vy driven moving averages
is quite different. Not surprisingly, the quite stunning results of Theorem 1.1(i) and
Theorem 1.2(i) do not appear in the Gaussian setting (the convergence of the type (1.7)
may very well appear for differentiable Gaussian processes).
2.3 Limit theorems for discrete moving averages
Asymptotic theory for statistics of discrete moving averages has been a subject of a deep
investigation during the last thirty years. Indeed, the variety of different limiting dis-
tributions, which may appear under certain conditions on the innovations and weight
coefficients, is quite astonishing. In a functional framework they include Brownian mo-
tion, mth order Hermite processes, stable Le´vy processes with various stability indexes
and fractional Brownian motion. We refer to the work [2, 24, 25, 30, 38, 39] among many
others. The limit theory is much more diverse and still not completely understood in
contrast to the Gaussian case discussed in the previous subsection. For this reason, we
will rather concentrate on some asymptotic results related to our set of conditions.
Let us consider a discrete moving average (Zi)i∈Z of the form
Zi =
∞∑
j=1
bjζi−j,
where (ζi)i∈Z is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with mean 0 and variance 1, and
(bj)j≥1 are non-random coefficients. The innovation ζ1 is assumed to satisfy: There exists
K, δ > 0 such that for all u ∈ R, |E[eiuζ1 ]| ≤ K(1+ |u|)−δ . For simplicity of exposition and
comparison we assume that the distribution of ζ1 is symmetric. Now, we briefly review
the results of [39]. The assumptions on the decay of the coefficients (bj)j≥1 and the tail
behaviour of the innovations are as follows:
bj ∼ k0j−γ as j →∞, P(|ζ1| > x) ∼ qx−β as x→∞,
for some γ ∈ (1/2, 1), β ∈ (2, 4) and k0, q 6= 0. Surgailis [39] studies the asymptotic
behaviour of the statistic
Sn =
n∑
i=1
h(Zi),
where h : R→ R is a bounded measurable function with E[h(Z1)] = 0. In this framework
the most important ingredient is the Appell rank of the function h (cf. [2]). It is defined
9as
k⋆ := min
k≥1
{h(k)∞ (0) 6= 0} with h∞(x) := E[h(Z1 + x)].
The Appell rank is similar in spirit with the Hermite rank introduced in the previous
section, but it is much harder to prove limit theorems for the statistic Sn for an arbi-
trary Appell rank k⋆. The main problem is that, in contrast to Hermite expansion, the
expansion with respect to Appell polynomials typically does not exist. Furthermore, the
decomposition of Sn becomes more complex when k
⋆ increases. For this reason only the
cases k⋆ = 1, 2, 3 are usually treated in the literature in the framework of heavy tailed
innovations. In particular, [39] investigates the cases k⋆ = 2, 3.
At this stage we compare the introduced setting of discrete moving average with our
framework of (1.1). For the sake of exposition, we will rather consider the tangent process
X˜ defined at (2.1) driven by a symmetric β-stable Le´vy motion L. We immediately see that
our assumption on β, namely β ∈ (0, 2), does not satisfy the tail behaviour condition on the
innovations introduced above (in particular, E[L2t ] = ∞). As for the weight coefficients,
our kernel function satisfies that
c0((x+ 1)
α − xα) ∼ αc0xα−1 as x→∞.
Thus, the connection to the setting of discrete moving averages is given via k0 = αc0 and
γ = 1 − α (indeed, it holds that 1 − α ∈ (1/2, 1) under conditions of Theorem 1.1(ii)).
In our framework, the function h is given via h(x) = |x|p − mp, where the quantity mp
has been defined in Theorem 1.1(ii), which is obviously not bounded. Since h is an even
function and L is symmetric, we readily deduce that k⋆ = 2.
Now, we summarize the asymptotic theory from [39] for the statistic Sn in the case of
Appell rank k⋆ = 2 (2 < β < 8/3):
(i) 1/2 < γ < (β +
√
β2 − 2β)/2β: convergence rate n2−2γ , Rosenblatt limit.
(ii) (β +
√
β2 − 2β)/2β < γ < 2/β: convergence rate n1/γβ , γβ-stable limit.
(iii) 2/β < γ < 1: convergence rate n1/2, normal limit.
Although the results of [39] are not directly applicable (recall that in our setting β ∈ (0, 2)
and h is unbounded), Theorem 1.2(i) corresponds to case (ii) of [39]. Indeed, we apply
a similar proof strategy to show the weak convergence. However, strong modifications
due to unboundedness of h, triangular nature of summands in (1.3), stochastic integrals
instead of sums, and the different set of conditions are required.
Remark 2.2. Case (ii) of [39] is a quite remarkable result, since a γβ-stable distribution
appears in the limit although the summands of Sn are bounded (in particular, all moments
of Sn exist). In particular, the rate of convergence n
1/γβ does not correspond to the
variance of Sn.
Remark 2.3. The symmetry condition on the Le´vy process L is assumed for sake of
assumption simplification. Most asymptotic results of this paper would not change if we
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dropped this condition. However, the Appell rank of the function h(x) = |x|p −mp might
be 1 when L is not symmetric and this does change the result of Theorem 1.2(i). More
specifically, the limiting distribution turns out to be β-stable (see e.g. [30] for the discrete
case). We dispense with the exact exposition of this case.
2.4 Further remarks and possible extensions
We start by commenting on the set of conditions introduced in assumption (A). First of
all, it follows by [34, Theorem 7] that the process X, defined in (1.1), is well-defined if
and only if for all t ≥ 0, ∫ ∞
−t
∫
R
(∣∣ft(s)x∣∣2 ∧ 1) ν(dx) ds <∞, (2.2)
where ft(s) = g(t+ s)− g0(s). By adding and subtracting g to ft it follows by assumption
(A) and the mean value theorem that ft ∈ Lθ(R+) and ft is bounded. For all ǫ > 0,
assumption (A) implies that∫
R
(|yx|2 ∧ 1) ν(dx) ≤ K
(
1{|y|≤1}|y|θ + 1{|y|>1}|y|β+ǫ
)
,
which shows (2.2) since ft ∈ Lθ(R+) is bounded. We remark that for θ′ < θ it holds
lim sup
t→∞
ν(x : |x| ≥ t)tθ <∞ =⇒ lim sup
t→∞
ν(x : |x| ≥ t)tθ′ <∞.
On the other hand, the assumption g(k) ∈ Lθ′((δ,∞)) is stronger than g(k) ∈ Lθ((δ,∞)),
which creates a certain balance between these two conditions. Finally, we note that the
assumption (A-log) will be used only for the case θ = 1 (resp. θ = p) in part (i) (resp.
part (iii)) of Theorem 1.1.
More importantly, the conditions of assumption (A) guarantee that the quantity∫ t−ǫ
−∞
g(k)(t− s) dLs, ǫ > 0,
is well-defined (typically, the above integral is not well-defined for ǫ = 0). The latter is
crucial for the proof of Theorem 1.1(i). We recall that the condition p ≥ 1 is imposed
in Theorem 1.1(iii). We think that this condition might not be necessary, but the results
of [14] applied in our proofs require p ≥ 1. However, when the index α further satisfies
α > k, then the stochastic process F at (1.7) is continuous and condition p ≥ 1 is not
needed in Theorem 1.1(iii).
The conditions α ∈ (0, k−1/p) and p > β of Theorem 1.1(i) seem to be sharp. Indeed,
since |hk(x)| ≤ Kxα−k for large x, we obtain from (1.6) that
sup
m≥1
Vm <∞
when α ∈ (0, k − 1/p). On the other hand ∑m:Tm∈[0,1] |∆LTm|p < ∞ for p > β, which
follows from the definition of the Blumenthal–Getoor index at (1.2). Notice that under
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assumption α ∈ (0, k − 1/2) the case p = 2, which corresponds to quadratic variation,
always falls under Theorem 1.1(i). We remark that the distribution of the limiting variable
in (1.6) does not depend on the chosen sequence (Tm)m≥1 of stopping times which exhausts
the jump times of L. Furthermore, the limiting random variable Z in (1.6) is infinitely
divisible with Le´vy measure (ν ⊗ η) ◦ ((y, v) 7→ |c0y|pv)−1, where η denotes the law of V1.
In fact, Z has characteristic function given by
E[exp(iθZ)] = exp
(∫
R0×R
(eiθ|c0y|
pv − 1) ν(dy) η(dv)
)
.
To show this, let Λ be the Poisson random measure given by Λ =
∑∞
m=1 δ(Tm,∆LTm ) on
[0, 1] × R0 which has intensity measure λ ⊗ ν. Here R0 := R \ {0} and λ denotes the
Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. Set Θ =
∑∞
m=1 δ(Tm,∆LTm ,Vm). Then Θ is a Poisson random
measure with intensity measure λ⊗ ν ⊗ η, due to [37, Theorem 36], and hence the above
claims follows from the stochastic integral representation
Z =
∫
[0,1]×R0×R
(|c0y|pv)Θ(ds, dy, dv).
As for Theorem 1.1(iii), we remark that for values of α close to k − 1/p or k − 1/β, the
function g(k) explodes at 0. This leads to unboundedness of the process F defined in
Theorem 1.1(iii). Nevertheless, the limiting random variable in (1.7) is still finite.
We recall that L is assumed to be a symmetric β-stable Le´vy process in Theorems 1.1(ii)
and 1.2. This assumption can be relaxed following the discussion of tangent processes in
Section 2.1. Indeed, only the small scale behaviour of the driving Le´vy process L should
matter for the statement of the aforementioned results. When the small jumps of L are
in the domain of attraction of a symmetric β-stable Le´vy process, e.g. its Le´vy measure
satisfies the decomposition
ν(dx) =
(
const · |x|−1−β + ϕ(x)
)
dx
with ϕ(x) = o(|x|−1−β) for x → 0, the statements of Theorems 1.1(ii) and 1.2 should
remain valid under possibly further assumptions on the function ϕ. Such processes include
for instance tempered or truncated symmetric β-stable Le´vy processes.
Remark 2.4. Theorem 5.1 of [9] studies the first order asymptotic of the power variation
of some fractional fields (Xt)t∈Rd . In the case d = 1, they considers fractional Le´vy
processes (Xt)t∈R of the form
Xt =
∫
R
{|t− s|H−1/2 − |s|H−1/2} dLs (2.3)
where L is a truncated β-stable Le´vy process. This setting is close to fit into the framework
of the present paper (1.1) with α = H−1/2 except for the fact that the stochastic integral
(2.3) is over the hole real line. However, the proof of Theorem 1.1(i) still holds forX in (2.3)
with obvious modifications of hk and Vm in (1.5) and (1.6), respectively. Notice also that
[9] considers the power variation along the subsequence 2n, which corresponds to dyadic
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partitions, and their setting includes second order increments. For p < β, Theorem 5.1 of
[9] claims that 2nαpV (p; 2)2n → C a.s. where C is a positive constant, which in the notation
of [9] corresponds to the case α < β < 2. However, this contradicts Theorem 1.1(i) together
with the remark following it, namely that, convergence in probability can not take place
under the conditions of Theorem 1.1(i) not even trough a subsequence. The main part of
the proof of the cited result, [9, Theorem 5.1], consists in proving that E[2nαpV (p; 2)2n ]→
C (see p. 372, l. 11), and this result agrees with our Theorem 1.1(i). However, in the last
three lines of their proof (p. 372, l. 12–15) it is argued how E[2nαpV (p; 2)2n ]→ C implies
that 2nαpV (p; 2)2n → C a.s. The argument relies on the statement from [9]: “Sn(y) =
E[Sn(y)](1 + o(a.s.)(1))”, where the stochastic process Sn(y) is the empirical characteristic
function of normalised increments defined on [9, p. 367]. This statement is only shown
for each fixed y (see [9, Lemma 5.2]), but to use it to carry out the proof, it is crucial
to know the dependence of the o(a.s.)(1)-term in y. In fact, it is not even enough to have
boundedness in y of the o(a.s.)(1)-term.
Let us further explain the various conditions of Theorems 1.1(ii) and 1.2. The condition
p < β obviously ensures the existence of moments mp, while assumption p < β/2 ensures
the existence of variance of the statistic V (p; k)n. The validity range of the central limit
theorem (α ∈ (0, k − 2/β)) in (1.8) is smaller than the validity range of the law of large
numbers in Theorem 1.1(ii) (α ∈ (0, k − 1/β)). It is not clear which limit distribution
appears in case of α ∈ (k−2/β, k−1/β). There are also two critical cases that correspond
to α = k − 1/p in Theorem 1.1(i) and α = k − 1/β in Theorem 1.1(ii). We think that
additional logarithmic rates will appear in these cases, but the precise proofs are a subject
of future research.
Remark 2.5. (i) To define the constant σ˜ appearing in Theorem 1.2(i) we set
κ =
α1/(1−α)
1− α
∫ ∞
0
Φ(y)y−1−1/(1−α) dy,
where Φ(y) := E[|X˜1+y|p−|X˜1|p], y ∈ R, and X˜t is a linear fractional stable motion
defined in (2.1) with c0 = 1 and L being a standard symmetric β-stable Le´vy process.
In addition, set
τρ =
ρ− 1
Γ(2− ρ)| cos(πρ/2)| , for all ρ ∈ (1, 2), (2.4)
where Γ denotes the gamma function. Then,
σ˜ = |c0|pσp
( τβ
τ(1−α)β
) 1
(1−α)β
κ.
The function Φ(y) can be computed explicitly, see (5.4). This representation shows,
in particular, that Φ(y) > 0 for all y > 0, and hence the limiting variable S in
Theorem 1.2(i) is not degenerate, because σ˜ > 0.
(ii) The constant η2 in Theorem 1.2(ii) is given by
η2 = |c0σ|2p
(
θ(0) + 2
∞∑
i=1
θ(i)
)
, θ(i) = a−2p
∫
R2
1
|s1s2|1+pψi(s1, s2) ds1 ds2, (2.5)
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ψi(s1, s2) = exp
(
−
∫
R
|s1hk(x)− s2hk(x+ i)|β dx
)
− exp
(
−
∫
R
|s1hk(x)|β + |s2hk(x+ i)|β dx
)
,
where the function hk is defined at (1.5) and ap :=
∫
R
(1− exp(iu))|u|−1−p du.
Remark 2.6. Let us explain the somewhat complex form of the variance η2 in (2.5). A
major problem of proving Theorems 1.2(ii) is that the covariance structure of stationary
summands of V (p; k)n can not be computed directly. However, the identity
|x|p = a−1p
∫
R
(1− exp(iux))|u|−1−pdu for p ∈ (0, 1), (2.6)
which can be shown by substitution y = ux (ap is defined in Remark 2.5(ii)), turns out
to be a useful instrument. Indeed, for any deterministic function ϕ : R → R satisfying
ϕ ∈ Lβ(R), it holds that
E
[
exp
(
iu
∫
R
ϕ(s) dLs
)]
= exp
(
−σβ |u|β
∫
R
|ϕ(s)|β ds
)
, (2.7)
where σ > 0 is the scale parameter of L. These two identities are used to compute the
variance of the statistic V (p; k)n and they are both reflected in the formula for the quantity
θ(i) in (2.5).
Remark 2.7. A key to the proof of Theorem 1.2(ii) is a quite technical Lemma 6.3, which
gives an upper bound for the covariances of the summands of V (p; k)n. We do believe that
the obtained decay rates, which are explicitly derived in the proofs of Lemma 6.2 and 6.3,
are essentially sharp (possibly up to a log rate) and they might be of independent interest.
Our estimation method is based upon the identities (2.6) and (2.7). From this perspective
it differs from the typical proofs of asymptotic normality in the framework of discrete
moving average (cf. [24, 25, 39]). We also remark that their conditions, translated to
continuous time Le´vy moving averages, are not satisfied in our setting.
The asymptotic theory of this paper has a variety of potential applications and ex-
tensions. Let us first remark that Theorem 1.1 uniquely identifies the parameters α and
β. Notice that the convergence rates of Theorem 1.1(i)–(iii) are all different under the
corresponding conditions. Indeed, it holds that
p(α+ 1/β) − 1 < αp < pk − 1,
since in case (i) we have α < k−1/p and in case (ii) we have p < β. Hence, computing the
statistic V (p; k)n at log scale for a continuous range of powers p identifies the parameters α
and β. More specifically, Theorem 1.1(ii) can be applied directly to estimate the parameter
α+ 1/β. Indeed, we immediately obtain the convergence in probability∑[n/2]
i=1 |X 2i
n
−X 2(i−1)
n
|p∑n
i=1 |X i
n
−X i−1
n
|p
P−→ 2p(α+1/β)−1
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under conditions of Theorem 1.1(ii). Thus, a consistent estimator of α (resp. β) can
be constructed given the knowledge of β (resp. α) and the validity of conditions α ∈
(0, 1 − 1/β) and p < β (similar techniques remain valid for an arbitrary k ≥ 1). We
refer to a recent work [22], which applies log statistics of linear fractional stable motion
to estimate parameters α and β.
The results of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 can be extended in various directions. One may
prove functional convergence for a partial sums formulation of the statistic V (p; k)n (the
reformulation of asymptotic results is then rather obvious). For instance, we immediately
obtain uniform convergence in probability in Theorem 1.1(ii) and (iii), because the limits
are continuous in time and the statistic is increasing in time. It is likely to deduce the weak
convergence towards a Brownian motion, resp. symmetric (1−α)β-stable Le´vy process, in
Theorem 1.2(ii), resp. (i) (cf. e.g. [39] for functional limit theorems in the discrete case).
The case of Theorem 1.1(i) might be more complicated to handle.
In another direction the limit theory may well be extended to integrals with respect
to stationary increments Le´vy moving averages (see e.g. [21] for some related results) or
to the so called ambit processes, which include an additional multiplicative random input
in the definition of the model (1.1) (see [7] for the definition, properties and applications
of ambit processes). In this context the Bernstein’s blocking technique is usually used to
extend Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 to a more complex setting.
3 Preliminaries
Throughout the following sections all positive constants will be denoted by K, although
they may change from line to line. Also the notation might change from subsection to
subsection, but the meaning will be clear from the context. Throughout all the next
sections we assume, without loss of generality, that c0 = δ = σ = 1. Recall that g(t) =
g0(t) = 0 for all t < 0 by assumption.
For a sequences of random variables (Yn)n∈N defined on the probability space (Ω,F ,P)
we write Yn
L−s−→ Y if Yn converges F-stably in law to Y , i.e. Y is a random variable defined
on an extension of (Ω,F ,P) such that for all F-measurable random variables U we have
the joint convergence in law (Yn, U)
d−→ (Y,U). In particular, Yn L−s−→ Y implies Yn d−→ Y .
For A ∈ F we will say that Yn L−s−→ Y on A, if Yn L−s−→ Y under P|A, where P|A denotes the
conditionally probability measure B 7→ P(B ∩ A)/P(A), when P(A) > 0. We refer to the
work [1, 35] for a detailed exposition of stable convergence. In addition,
P−→ will denote
convergence in probability. We will write V (Y, p; k)n =
∑n
i=k |∆ni,kY |p when we want to
stress that the power variation is built from a process Y . On the other hand, when k and
p are fixed we will sometimes write V (Y )n = V (Y, p; k)n to simplify the notation.
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For all n, i ∈ N set
gi,n(x) =
k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
k
j
)
g
(
(i− j)/n − x), (3.8)
hi,n(x) =
k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
k
j
)(
(i− j)/n − x)α
+
, (3.9)
gn(x) = n
αg(x/n), x ∈ R. (3.10)
In addition, for each function φ : R→ R define Dkφ : R→ R by
Dkφ(x) =
k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
k
j
)
φ(x− j), x ∈ R. (3.11)
In this notation the function hk, defined in (1.5), is given by hk = D
kφ with φ : x 7→ xα+.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that g satisfies condition (A). Then we obtain the following esti-
mates
|gi,n(x)| ≤ K(i/n − x)α, x ∈ [(i− k)/n, i/n], (3.12)
|gi,n(x)| ≤ Kn−k((i− k)/n − x)α−k, x ∈ (i/n − 1, (i − k)/n), (3.13)
|gi,n(x)| ≤ Kn−k
(
1[(i−k)/n−1,i/n−1](x) + g
(k)((i− k)/n − x)1(−∞,(i−k)/n−1)(x)
)
, (3.14)
x ∈ (−∞, i/n − 1].
The same estimates trivially hold for the function hi,n.
Proof. The inequality (3.12) follows directly from condition (1.4) of (A). The second in-
equality (3.13) is a straightforward consequence of Taylor expansion of order k and the
condition |g(k)(t)| ≤ Ktα−k for t ∈ (0, 1). The third inequality (3.14) follows again through
Taylor expansion and the fact that the function g(k) is decreasing on (1,∞).
4 Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section we will prove the assertions of Theorem 1.1.
4.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1(i)
The proof of Theorem 1.1(i) is divided into the following three steps. In Step (i) we show
Theorem 1.1(i) for the compound Poisson case, which stands for the treatment of big
jumps of L. Step (ii) consists of an approximating lemma, which proves that the small
jumps of L are asymptotically negligible. Step (iii) combines the previous results to obtain
the general theorem.
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Before proceeding with the proof we will need the following preliminary lemma. Let
{x} := x − ⌊x⌋ ∈ [0, 1) denote the fractional part of x ∈ R. The lemma below seems to
be essentially known (cf. [20, 42]), however, we have not been able to find this particular
formulation. Therefore it is stated below for completeness.
Lemma 4.1. For d ≥ 1 let V = (V1, . . . , Vd) be an absolutely continuous random vector
in Rd with a density v : Rd → R+. Suppose that there exists an open convex set A ⊆ Rd
such that v is continuous differentiable on A and vanish outside A. Then, as n→∞,({nV1}, . . . , {nVd}) L−s−→ U = (U1, . . . , Ud)
where U1, . . . , Ud are independent U([0, 1])-distributed random variables which are inde-
pendent of F .
Proof. For x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rk let {x} = ({x1}, . . . , {xd}) be the fractional parts of its
components. Let f : Rd×Rd → R be a C1-function which vanish outside some closed ball
in A×Rd. We claim that for all ρ > 0 there exists a constant K > 0 such that
Dρ :=
∣∣∣ ∫
Rd
f(x, {x/ρ}) v(x) dx −
∫
Rk
(∫
[0,1]d
f(x, u) du
)
v(x) dx
∣∣∣ ≤ Kρ. (4.1)
Indeed, by (4.1) used for ρ = 1/n we obtain that
E[f(V, {nV })]→ E[f(V,U)] as n→∞, (4.2)
with U = (U1, . . . , Ud) given in the lemma. Moreover, due to [1, Proposition 2(D”)], (4.2)
implies the stable convergence {nV } L−s−→ U as n → ∞, and the proof is complete. Thus,
it only remains to prove the inequality (4.1). At this stage we use a similar technique as
in [20, Lemma 6.1].
Define φ(x, u) := f(x, u)v(x). Then it holds by substitution that∫
Rd
f(x, {x/ρ})v(x) dx =
∑
j∈Zd
∫
(0,1]d
ρdφ(ρj + ρu, u) du
and ∫
Rd
(∫
[0,1]d
f(x, u) du
)
v(x) dx =
∑
j∈Zd
∫
[0,1]d
(∫
(ρj,ρ(j+1)]
φ(x, u) dx
)
du.
Hence, we conclude that
Dρ ≤
∑
j∈Zd
∫
(0,1]d
∣∣∣ ∫
(ρj,ρ(j+1)]
φ(x, u) dx − ρdφ(ρj + ρu, u)
∣∣∣ du
≤
∑
j∈Zd
∫
(0,1]d
∫
(ρj,ρ(j+1)]
∣∣∣φ(x, u)− φ(ρj + ρu, u)∣∣∣ dx du.
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By mean value theorem there exists a positive constant K and a compact set B ⊆ Rd×Rd
such that for all j ∈ Zd, x ∈ (ρj, ρ(j + 1)] and u ∈ (0, 1]d we have∣∣∣φ(x, u) − φ(ρj + ρu, u)∣∣∣ ≤ Kρ1B(x, u).
Thus, Dρ ≤ Kρ
∫
(0,1]d
∫
Rd
1B(x, u) dx du, which shows (4.1).
Step (i): The compound Poisson case. Let L = (Lt)t∈R be a compound Poisson process
and let 0 ≤ T1 < T2 < . . . denote the jump times of the Le´vy process (Lt)t≥0 chosen in
increasing order. Consider a fixed ǫ > 0 and let n ∈ N satisfy ε > n−1. We define
Ωε :=
{
ω ∈ Ω : for all k ≥ 1 with Tk(ω) ∈ [0, 1] we have |Tk(ω)− Tk−1(ω)| > ε/2
and ∆Ls = 0 for all s ∈ [−ǫ, 0]
}
.
Notice that Ωε ↑ Ω as ε ↓ 0. Now, we decompose for i = k, . . . , n
∆ni,kX =Mi,n,ε +Ri,n,ε,
where
Mi,n,ε =
∫ i
n
i
n
−ε/2
gi,n(s) dLs, Ri,n,ε =
∫ i
n
−ε/2
−∞
gi,n(s) dLs,
and the function gi,n is introduced in (3.8). The term Mi,n,ε represents the dominating
quantity, while Ri,n,ε turns out to be negligible.
The dominating term: We claim that on Ωǫ and as n→∞,
nαp
n∑
i=k
|Mi,n,ǫ|p L−s−→ Z where Z =
∑
m: Tm∈(0,1]
|∆LTm |pVm, (4.3)
where Vm, m ≥ 1, are defined in (1.6). To show (4.3) let im = im(ω, n) denote the
(random) index such that Tm ∈ ((im − 1)/n, im/n]. The following representation will be
crucial: On Ωε we have that
nαp
n∑
i=k
|Mi,n,ε|p = Vn,ε with (4.4)
Vn,ε = n
αp
∑
m: Tm∈(0,1]
|∆LTm |p
[εn/2]+vm∑
l=0
|gim+l,n(Tm)|p

where the random index vm = vm(ω, n, ǫ) are given by vm = 0 if ([ǫn/2]+im)/n−ǫ/2 < Tm
and vm = −1 else. Indeed, on Ωǫ and for each i = k, . . . , n, L has at most one jump in
(i/n − ǫ/2, i/n]. For each m ∈ N with Tm ∈ (0, 1] we have Tm ∈ (i/n − ǫ/2, i/n] if and
only if i ∈ {im, . . . , [ǫn/2] + im + vm} (recall that ǫ > n−1). Thus,
∑
i∈{k,...,n}:Tm∈(i/n−ǫ/2,i/n]
|Mi,n,ε|p = |∆LTm|p
[εn/2]+vm∑
l=0
|gim+l,n(Tm)|p
 (4.5)
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and by summing (4.5) over all m ∈ N with Tm ∈ (0, 1], (4.4) follows. In the following we
will show that
Vn,ǫ
L−s−→ Z as n→∞.
For d ≥ 1 it is well-known that the random vector (T1, . . . , Td) is absolutely continuous with
a C1-density on the open convex set A := {(x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd : 0 < x1 < x2 < · · · < xd}
which is vanishing outside A, and thus, by Lemma 4.1 we have
({nTm})m≤d L−s−→ (Um)m≤d as n→∞ (4.6)
where (Ui)i∈N are i.i.d. U([0, 1])-distributed random variables. By (1.4) we may write
g(x) = xα+f(x) where f : R → R satisfies f(x) → 1 as x ↓ 0. By definition of im we have
that {nTm} = im − nTm and therefore for all l = 0, 1, 2, . . . and j = 0, . . . , k,
nαg
( l + im − j
n
− Tm
)
= nα
( l + im − j
n
− Tm
)α
+
f
( l + im − j
n
− Tm
)
=
(
l − j + (im − nTm)
)α
+
f
( l − j
n
+ n−1(im − nTm)
)
=
(
l − j + {nTm}
)α
+
f
( l − j
n
+ n−1{nTm}
)
,
which by (4.6) and f(x)→ 1 as x ↓ 0 shows that{
nαg
( l + im − j
n
− Tm
)}
l,m≤d
L−s−→
{(
l − j + Um
)α
+
}
l,m≤d
as n→∞. (4.7)
Eq. (4.7) implies that{
nαgim+l,n(Tm)
}
l,m≤d
L−s−→ {hk(l + Um)}l,m≤d, (4.8)
with hk being defined at (1.5). Due to the F-stable convergence in (4.8) we obtain by the
continuous mapping theorem that for each fixed d ≥ 1 and as n→∞,
Vn,ǫ,d := n
αp
∑
m:m≤d, Tm∈[0,1]
|∆LTm |p
[εd/2]+vm∑
l=0
|∆nim+l,kg(Tm)|p

L−s−→ Zd =
∑
m:m≤d, Tm∈[0,1]
|∆LTm|p
[εd/2]+vm∑
l=0
|hk(l + Um)|p
 .
Moreover, for ω ∈ Ω we have as d→∞,
Zd(ω) ↑ Z(ω).
Recall that |hk(x)| ≤ K(x − k)α−k for x > k + 1, which implies that Z < ∞ a.s. since
p(α− k) < −1. For all l ∈ N with k ≤ l ≤ n, we have
nαp|gim+l,n(Tm)|p ≤ K|l − k|(α−k)p, (4.9)
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due to (3.13) of Lemma 3.1. For all d ≥ 0 set Cd =
∑
m>d: Tm∈[0,1]
|∆LTm|p and note that
Cd → 0 a.s. as d→∞ since L is a compound Poisson process. By (4.9) we have
|Vn,ǫ − Vn,ǫ,d| ≤ K
(
Cd + C0
∞∑
l=[εd/2]−1
|l − k|p(α−k)
)
→ 0 as d→∞
since p(α − k) < −1. Due to the fact that nαp∑ni=k |Mi,n,ε|p = Vn,ǫ a.s. on Ωǫ and
Vn,ǫ
L−s−→ Z, it follows that nαp∑ni=k |Mi,n,ε|p L−s−→ Z on Ωǫ, since Ωǫ ∈ F . This proves
(4.3).
The rest term: In the following we will show that
nαp
n∑
i=k
|Ri,n,ǫ|p P−→ 0 as n→∞. (4.10)
The fact that the random variables in (4.10) are usually not integrable makes the proof of
(4.10) considerable more complicated. Similar as in (3.14) of Lemma 3.1 we have that
nk|gi,n(s)|1{s≤i/n−ǫ} ≤ K
(
1{s∈[−1,1]} + 1{s<−1}|g(k)(−s)|
)
=: ψ(s)
where K = Kǫ. We will use the function ψ several times in the proof of (4.10), which will
be divided into the two special cases θ ∈ (0, 1] and θ ∈ (1, 2].
Suppose first that θ ∈ (0, 1]. To show (4.10) it suffices to show that
sup
n∈N, i∈{k,...,n}
nk|Ri,n,ǫ| <∞ a.s. (4.11)
since α < k − 1/p. To show (4.11) we will first prove that∫
R
∫
R
(
|ψ(s)x| ∧ 1
)
ν(dx) ds <∞. (4.12)
Choose K˜ such that ψ(x) ≤ K˜ for all x ∈ R. For u ∈ [−K˜, K˜ ] we have that∫
R
(
|ux| ∧ 1
)
ν(dx) ≤ K
∫ ∞
1
(
|xu| ∧ 1
)
x−1−θ dx
≤
{
K|u|θ θ ∈ (0, 1)
K|u|θ log(1/u) θ = 1, (4.13)
where we have used that θ ≤ 1. By (4.13) applied to u = ψ(s) and assumption (A) it
follows that (4.12) is satisfied. Since L is a symmetric compound Poisson process we can
find a Poisson random measure µ with compensator λ⊗ ν such that for all −∞ < u < t <
∞, Lt−Lu =
∫
(u,t]×R xµ(ds, dx). Due to [28, Theorem 10.15], (4.12) ensures the existence
of the stochastic integral
∫
R×R |ψ(s)x|µ(ds, dx). Moreover,
∫
R×R |ψ(s)x|µ(ds, dx) can be
regarded as an ω by ω integral with respect to the measure µω. Now, we have that
|nkRi,n,ǫ| ≤
∫
(−∞,i/n−ǫ]×R
∣∣nkgi,n(s)x∣∣µ(ds, dx) ≤ ∫
R×R
|ψ(s)x|µ(ds, dx) <∞, (4.14)
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which shows (4.11), since the right-hand side of (4.14) does not depend on i and n.
Suppose that θ ∈ (1, 2]. Similarly as before it suffices to show that
sup
n∈N, i∈{k,...,n}
nk|Ri,n,ǫ|
(log n)1/q
<∞ a.s. (4.15)
where q > 1 denotes the conjugated number to θ > 1 determined by 1/θ+1/q = 1. In the
following we will show (4.15) using the majorizing measure techniques developed in [31].
In fact, our arguments are closely related to their Section 4.2. Set T = {(i, n) : n ≥ k, i =
k, . . . , n}. For (i, n) ∈ T we have
nk|Ri,n,ǫ|
(log n)1/q
=
∣∣∣ ∫
R
ζi,n(s) dLs
∣∣∣, ζi,n(s) := nk
(log n)1/q
gi,n(s)1{s≤i/n−ǫ}.
For t = (i, n) ∈ T we will sometimes write ζt(s) for ζi,n(s). Let τ : T × T → R+ denote
the metric given by
τ
(
(i, n), (j,m)
)
=
{
log(n− k + 1)−1/q + log(m− k + 1)−1/q (i, n) 6= (j, l)
0 (i, n) = (j, l).
Moreover, let m be the probability measure on T given by m({(i, n)}) = Kn−3 for a
suitable constant K > 0. Set Bτ (t, r) = {s ∈ T : τ(s, t) ≤ r} for t ∈ T , r > 0, D =
sup{τ(s, t) : s, t ∈ T} and
Iq(m, τ ;D) = sup
t∈T
∫ D
0
(
log
1
m(Bτ (t, r))
)1/q
dr.
In the following we will show that m is a so-called majorizing measure, which means that
Iq(m, τ,D) <∞. For r < (log(n− k + 1))−1/q we have Bτ ((i, n), r) = {(i, n)}. Therefore,
m(Bτ ((i, n), r)) = Kn
−3 and∫ (log(n−k+1))−1/q
0
(
log
1
m(Bτ ((i, n), r))
)1/q
dr =
∫ (log(n−k+1))−1/q
0
(
3 log n+ logK
)1/q
dr.
(4.16)
For all r ≥ (log(n − k + 1))−1/q , (k, k) ∈ Bτ ((i, n), r) and hence m(Bτ ((i, n), r)) ≥
m({(k, k)}) = K(k + 1)−3. Therefore,∫ D
(log(n−k+1))−1/q
(
log
1
m(Bτ ((i, n), r))
)1/q
dr (4.17)
≤
∫ D
(log(n−k+1))−1/q
(
3 log(k + 1) + logK
)1/q
dr.
By (4.16) and (4.17) it follows that Iq(m, τ,D) <∞. For (i, n) 6= (j, l) we have that
|ζi,n(s)− ζj,l(s)|
τ
(
(i, n), (j, l)
) ≤ nk|gi,n(s)|1{s≤i/n−ǫ} + lk|gj,l(s)|1{s≤j/l−ǫ} ≤ Kψ(s). (4.18)
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Fix t0 ∈ T and consider the following Lipschitz type norm of ζ,
‖ζ‖τ (s) = D−1|ζt0(s)|+ sup
t1,t2∈T :
τ(t1,t2)6=0
|ζt1(s)− ζt2(s)|
τ(t1, t2)
.
By (4.18) it follows that ‖ζ‖τ (s) ≤ Kψ(s) and hence∫
R
‖ζ‖θτ (s) ds ≤ K
(
2 +
∫ ∞
1
|g(k)(s)|θ ds
)
<∞. (4.19)
By [31, Theorem 3.1, Eq. (3.11)] together with Iq(m, τ,D) < ∞ and (4.19) we deduce
(4.15), which completes the proof of (4.10).
End of the proof: Recall the decomposition ∆ni,nX = Mi,n,ǫ + Ri,n,ǫ in (4.1). Eq. (4.3),
(4.10) and an application of Minkowski inequality yield that
nαpV (p; k)n
L−s−→ Z on Ωǫ as n→∞. (4.20)
Since Ωǫ ↑ Ω as ǫ→ 0, (4.20) implies that
nαpV (p; k)n
L−s−→ Z.
We have now completed the proof for a particular choice of stopping times (Tm)m≥1,
however, the result remains valid for any choice of F-stopping times, since the distribution
of Z is invariant with respect to reordering of stopping times.
Step (ii): An approximation. To prove Theorem 1.1(i) in the general case we need the
following approximation result. Consider a general symmetric Le´vy process L = (Lt)t∈R as
in Theorem 1.1(i) and let N be the corresponding Poisson random measure N(A) := ♯{t :
(t,∆Lt) ∈ A} for all measurable A ⊆ R × (R \ {0}). By our assumptions (in particular,
by symmetry), the process X(j) given by
Xt(j) =
∫
(−∞,t]×[− 1
j
, 1
j
]
{
(g(t − s)− g0(−s))x
}
N(ds, dx) (4.21)
is well-defined. The following estimate on the processes X(j) will be crucial:
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that α < k − 1/p and β < p. Then
lim
j→∞
lim sup
n→∞
P
(
nαpV (X(j))n > ǫ
)
= 0 for all ǫ > 0.
Proof. By Markov’s inequality and the stationary increments of X(j) we have that
P
(
nαpV (X(j))n > ǫ
) ≤ ǫ−1nαp n∑
i=k
E[|∆ni,kX(j)|p] ≤ ǫ−1nαp+1E[|∆nk,kX(j)|p].
Hence it is enough to show that
lim
j→∞
lim sup
n→∞
E[|Yn,j|p] = 0 with Yn,j := nα+1/p∆nk,kX(j). (4.22)
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To show (4.22) it sufficers to show
lim
j→∞
lim sup
n→∞
ξn,j = 0 where ξn,j =
∫
|x|≤1/j
χn(x) ν(dx) and
χn(x) =
∫ k/n
−∞
(
|nα+1/pgk,n(s)x|p1{|nα+1/pgk,n(s)x|≥1}
+ |nα+1/pgk,n(s)x|21{|nα+1/pgk,n(s)x|≤1}
)
ds,
which follows from the representation
Yn,j =
∫
(−∞,k/n]×[− 1
j
, 1
j
]
(
nα+1/pgk,n(s)x
)
N(ds, dx),
and by [34, Theorem 3.3 and the remarks above it]. Suppose for the moment that there
exists a finite constant K > 0 such that
χn(x) ≤ K(|x|p + x2) for all x ∈ [−1, 1]. (4.23)
Then,
lim sup
j→∞
{
lim sup
n→∞
ξn,j
} ≤ K lim sup
j→∞
∫
|x|≤1/j
(|x|p + x2) ν(dx) = 0
since p > β. Hence it suffices to show the estimate (4.23), which we will do in the following.
Let Φp : R → R+ denote the function Φp(y) = |y|21{|y|≤1} + |y|p1{|y|>1}. We split χn
into the following three terms which need different treatments
χn(x) =
∫ k/n
−k/n
Φp
(
nα+1/pgk,n(s)x
)
ds+
∫ −k/n
−1
Φp
(
nα+1/pgk,n(s)x
)
ds
+
∫ −1
−∞
Φp
(
nα+1/pgk,n(s)x
)
ds
=: I1,n(x) + I2,n(x) + I3,n(x).
Estimation of I1,n: By (3.12) of Lemma 3.1 we have that
|gk,n(s)| ≤ K(k/n− s)α, s ∈ [−k/n, k/n]. (4.24)
Since Φp is increasing on R+, (4.24) implies that
I1,n(x) ≤ K
∫ 2k/n
0
Φp
(
xnα+1/psα
)
ds. (4.25)
By basic calculus it follows that∫ 2k/n
0
|xnα+1/psα|21{|xnα+1/psα|≤1} ds
≤ K
(
1{|x|≤(2k)−αn−1/p}x
2n2/p−1 + 1{|x|>(2k)−αn−1/p}|x|−1/αn−1−1/(αp)
)
≤ K(|x|p + x2). (4.26)
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Moreover,∫ 2k/n
0
|xnα+1/psα|p1{|xnα+1/psα|>1} ds ≤
∫ 2k/n
0
|xnα+1/psα|p ds ≤ K|x|p. (4.27)
Combining (4.25), (4.26) and (4.27) show the estimiate I1,n(x) ≤ K(|x|p + x2).
Estimation of I2,n: By (3.13) of Lemma 3.1 it holds that
|gk,n(s)| ≤ Kn−k|s|α−k, s ∈ (−1,−k/n). (4.28)
Again, due to the fact that Φp is increasing on R+, (4.28) implies that
I2,n(x) ≤ K
∫ 1
k/n
Φp(xn
α+1/p−ksα−k) ds. (4.29)
For α 6= k − 1/2 we have∫ 1
k/n
|xnα+1/p−ksα−k|21{|xnα+1/p−ksα−k|≤1} ds
≤ K
(
x2n2(α+1/p−k) + 1{|x|≤n−1/pk−(α−k)}|x|2n2/p−1
+ 1{|x|>n−1/pk−(α−k)}|x|1/(k−α)n1/(p(k−α))−1
)
≤ K
(
x2 + |x|p
)
(4.30)
where we have used that α < k − 1/p. For α = k − 1/2 we have∫ 1
k/n
|xnα+1/p−ksα−k|21{|xnα+1/p−ksα−k|≤1} ds
≤ x2n2(α+1/p−k)
∫ 1
k/n
s−1 ds = x2n2(α+1/p−k) log(n/k) ≤ Kx2, (4.31)
where we again have used α < k − 1/p in the last inequality. Moreover,∫ 1
k/n
|xnα+1/p−ksα−k|p1{|xnα+1/p−ksα−k|>1} ds
≤ K|x|pnp(α+1/p−k)
(
1 + (1/n)p(α−k)+1
)
≤ K|x|p. (4.32)
By (4.29), (4.30), (4.31) and (4.32) we obtain the estimate I2,n(x) ≤ K(|x|p + x2).
Estimation of I3,n: For s < −1 we have that |gk,n(s)| ≤ Kn−k|g(k)(−k/n − s)|, by (3.14)
of Lemma 3.1, and hence
I3,n(x) ≤ K
∫ ∞
1
Φp
(
nα+1/p−kg(k)(s)
)
ds. (4.33)
We have that∫ ∞
1
|xnα+1/p−kg(k)(s)|21{|xnα+1/p−kg(k)(s)|≤1} ds ≤ x2n2(α+1/p−k)
∫ ∞
1
|g(k)(s)|2 ds. (4.34)
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Since |g(k)| is decreasing on (1,∞) and g(k) ∈ Lθ((1,∞)) for some θ ≤ 2, the integral on
the right-hand side of (4.34) is finite. For x ∈ [−1, 1] we have∫ ∞
1
|xnα+1/p−kg(k)(s)|p1{|xnα+1/p−kg(k)(s)|>1} ds
≤ |x|pnp(α+1/p−k)
∫ ∞
1
|g(k)(s)|p1{|g(k)(s)|>1} ds. (4.35)
From our assumptions it follows that the integral in (4.35) is finite. By (4.33), (4.34) and
(4.35) we have that In,3(x) ≤ K(|x|p + x2) for all x ∈ [−1, 1], which completes the proof
of (4.23) and therefore also the proof of the lemma.
Step (iii): The general case. In the following we will prove Theorem 1.1(i) in the general
case by combining the above Steps (i) and (ii).
Proof of Theorem 1.1(i). Let (Tm)m≥1 be a sequence of F-stopping times that exhaust the
jumps of (Lt)t≥0. For each j ∈ N let Lˆ(j) be the Le´vy process given by
Lˆt(j) − Lˆu(j) =
∑
u∈(s,t]
∆Lu1{|∆Lu|> 1j }
, s < t,
and set
Xˆt(j) =
∫ t
−∞
(
g(t− s)− g0(−s)
)
dLˆs(j).
Moreover, set
Tm,j =
{
Tm if |∆LTm| > 1j
∞ else,
and note that (Tm,j)m≥1 is a sequence of F-stopping times that exhausts the jumps of
(Lˆt(j))t≥0. Since Lˆ(j) is a compound Poisson process, Step 1 shows that
nαpV (Xˆ(j))n
L−s−→ Zj :=
∑
m: Tm,j∈[0,1]
|∆LˆTm,j (j)|pVm as n→∞, (4.36)
where Vm, m ≥ 1, are defined in (1.6). By definition of Tm,j and monotone convergence
we have as j →∞,
Zj =
∑
m: Tm∈[0,1]
|∆LTm |pVm1{|∆LTm |> 1j |}
a.s.−→
∑
m: Tm∈[0,1]
|∆LTm |pVm =: Z. (4.37)
Suppose first that p ≥ 1 and decompose(
nαpV (X)n
)1/p
=
(
nαpV (Xˆ(j))n
)1/p
+
((
nαpV (X)n
)1/p − (nαpV (Xˆ(j))n)1/p)
=: Yn,j + Un,j.
Eq. (4.36) and (4.37) show
Yn,j
L−s−−−→
n→∞
Z
1/p
j and Z
1/p
j
P−−−→
j→∞
Z1/p. (4.38)
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Note that X − Xˆ(j) = X(j), where X(j) is defined in (4.21). For all ǫ > 0 we have by
Minkowski’s inequality
lim sup
j→∞
lim sup
n→∞
P
(|Un,j| > ǫ) ≤ lim sup
j→∞
lim sup
n→∞
P
(
nαpV (X(j))n > ǫ
p
)
= 0 (4.39)
where the last equality follows by Lemma 4.2. By a standard argument, see e.g. [13,
Theorem 3.2], (4.38) and (4.39) implies that (nαpV (X)n)
1/p L−s−→ Z1/p which completes
the proof of Theorem 1.1(i) when p ≥ 1. For p < 1, Theorem 1.1(i) follows by (4.36),
(4.37), the inequality |V (X)n − V (Xˆ(j))n| ≤ V (X(j))n and [13, Theorem 3.2].
4.2 Proof of Theorem 1.1(ii)
Suppose that α < k− 1/β, p < β and L is a symmetric β-stable Le´vy proces. In the proof
of Theorem 1.1(ii) we will use the process V = (Vt)t≥0 given by
Vt =
∫ t
−∞
hk(t− s) dLs (4.40)
to approximate the scaled version of k-order increments of X. For α < 1−1/β, Y is the k-
order increments of a linear fractional stable motion. For α ≥ 1−1/β the linear fractional
stable motion is not well-defined, but Y is well-defined since the function hk is locally
bounded and satisfies |hk(x)| ≤ Kxα−k for x ≥ k + 1, which implies that hk ∈ Lβ(R).
Proof of Theorem 1.1(ii). By self-similarity of L of index 1/β we have for all n ∈ N,
{nα+1/β∆ni,kX : i = k, . . . , n} d= {Vi,n : i = k, . . . , n} (4.41)
where
Vi,n =
∫ i
−∞
Dkgn(i− s) dLs,
gn and D
k are defined at (3.10) and (3.11), and
d
= means equality in distribution. In the
following we will show that Vk,n and Vk are close in L
p when n is large, where process V
is given by (4.40). For s ∈ R let ψn(s) = gn(s)− sα+. Since p < β,
E[|Vk,n − Yk|p] = K
(∫ ∞
0
|Dkψn(s)|β ds
)p/β
. (4.42)
To show that the right-hand side of (4.42) converge to zero we note that∫ ∞
n+k
|Dkgn(s)|β ds ≤ Knβ(α−k)
∫ ∞
n+k
|g(k)((s− k)/n)|β ds (4.43)
= Knβ(α−k)+1
∫ ∞
1
|g(k)(s)|β ds→ 0 as n→∞. (4.44)
Recall that for φ : s 7→ sα+ we have Dkφ = hk ∈ Lβ(R), which together with (4.43)–(4.44)
show that∫ ∞
n+k
|Dkψn(s)|β ds ≤ K
(∫ ∞
n+k
|Dkgn(s)|β ds+
∫ ∞
n+k
|Dksα+|β ds
)
−−−→
n→∞
0. (4.45)
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By (3.13) of Lemma 3.1 it holds that
|Dkgn(s)| ≤ K(s− k)α−k
for s ∈ (k + 1, n). Therefore, for s ∈ (0, n] we have
|Dkψn(s)| ≤ K
(
1{s≤k+1} + 1{s>k+1}(s − k)α−k
)
, (4.46)
where the function on the right-hand side of (4.46) is in Lβ(R+). For fixed s ≥ 0, ψn(s)→ 0
as n →∞ by assumption (1.4), and hence Dkψn(s) → 0 as n →∞, which by (4.46) and
the dominated convergence theorem show that∫ n
0
|Dkψn(s)|β ds→ 0. (4.47)
By (4.42), (4.45) and (4.47) we have E[|Vk,n − Vk|p]→ 0 as n→∞, and hence
E
[ 1
n
n∑
i=k
|Vi,n − Yj|p
]
=
1
n
n∑
i=k
E[|Vi,n − Yi|p] ≤ E[|Vk,n − Yk|p]→ 0 (4.48)
as n→∞. Moreover, (Vt)t∈R is mixing since it is a symmetric stable moving average, see
e.g. [16]. This implies, in particular, that the discrete time stationary sequence {Yj}j∈Z is
mixing and hence ergodic. According to Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem
1
n
n∑
i=k
|Vi|p a.s.−→ E[|Vk|p] = mp ∈ (0,∞) as n→∞, (4.49)
where mp has been defined in Theorem 1.1(ii). The equality mp = E[|Vk|p] follows by [36,
Property 1.2.17 and 3.2.2]. By (4.48), Minkowski’s inequality and (4.49),
1
n
n∑
i=k
|Vi,n|p P−→ mp as n→∞,
which by (4.41) shows that
n−1+p(α+1/β)V (X)n =
1
n
n∑
i=k
|nα+1/β∆ni,kX|p d=
1
n
n∑
i=k
|Vi,k|p P−→ mp
as n→∞. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1(ii).
4.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1(iii)
We will derive Theorem 1.1(iii) from the two lemmas below. For k ∈ N and p ∈ [1,∞)
let W k,p denote the Wiener space of functions ζ : [0, 1] → R which are k-times absolutely
continuous with ζ(k) ∈ Lp([0, 1]) where ζ(k)(t) = ∂kζ(t)/∂tk λ-a.s. First we will show that,
under the conditions in Theorem 1.1(iii), X ∈W k,p a.s.
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose that p 6= θ, p ≥ 1 and (A). If α > k − 1/(p ∨ β) then
X ∈W k,p a.s. and ∂
k
∂tk
Xt =
∫ t
−∞
g(k)(t− s) dLs λ⊗ P-a.s. (4.50)
Eq. (4.50) remains valid for p = θ if, in addition, (A-log) holds.
Proof. We will not need the assumption (1.4) on g in the proof. For notation simplicity
we only consider the case k = 1, since the general case follows by similar arguments. To
prove (4.50) it is sufficient to show that the three conditions (5.3), (5.4) and (5.6) from [14,
Theorem 5.1] are satisfied (this result uses the condition p ≥ 1). In fact, the representation
(4.50) of (∂/∂t)Xt follows by the equation below (5.10) in [14]. In our setting the function
σ˙ defined in [14, Eq. (5.5)] is constant and hence (5.3), (5.4) and (5.6) in [14] simplifies to∫
R
ν
(( 1
‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s])
,∞
))
ds <∞, (4.51)∫ ∞
0
∫
R
(
|xg′(s)|2 ∧ 1
)
ν(dx) ds <∞, (4.52)∫ 1
0
∫
R
|g′(t+ s)|p
( ∫ 1/‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s])
r/|g′(t+s)|
xp ν(dx)
)
ds dt <∞ (4.53)
for all r > 0. When the lower bound in the inner integral in (4.53) exceed the upper
bound the integral is set to zero. Since α > 1 − 1/β we may choose ǫ > 0 such that
(α− 1)(β + ǫ) > −1. To show (4.51) we use the estimates
‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s]) ≤ K
(
1{s∈[−1,1]} + 1{s>1}|g′(s)|
)
, s ∈ R,
and
ν((u,∞)) ≤
{
Ku−θ u ≥ 1
Ku−β−ǫ u ∈ (0, 1],
which both follows from assumption (A). Hence, we deduce∫
R
ν
(( 1
‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s])
,∞
))
ds
≤
∫ 1
−1
ν
(( 1
K
,∞
))
ds+
∫ ∞
1
ν
(( 1
K|g′(s)| ,∞
))
ds
≤ 2ν
(( 1
K
,∞
))
+K
∫ ∞
1
(
|g′(s)|θ1{K|g′(s)|≤1} + |g′(s)|β+ǫ1{K|g′(s)|>1}
)
ds <∞
which shows (4.51) (recall that |g′| is decreasing on (1,∞)). To show (4.52) we will use
the following two estimates:
∫ 1
0
(
|sα−1x|2 ∧ 1
)
ds ≤

K
(
1{|x|≤1}|x|1/(1−α) + 1{|x|>1}
)
α < 1/2
K
(
1{|x|≤1}x
2 log(1/x) + 1{|x|>1}
)
α = 1/2
K
(
1{|x|≤1}x
2 + 1{|x|>1}
)
α > 1/2,
(4.54)
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and ∫
{|x|>1}
(
|xg′(s)|2 ∧ 1
)
ν(dx) ≤ K
∫ ∞
1
(
|xg′(s)|2 ∧ 1
)
x−1−θ dx ≤ K|g′(s)|θ. (4.55)
For α < 1/2 we have∫ ∞
0
∫
R
(
|xg′(s)|2 ∧ 1
)
ν(dx) ds
≤ K
{∫
R
∫ 1
0
(
|xsα−1|2 ∧ 1
)
ds ν(dx) +
∫ ∞
1
∫
{|x|≤1}
(
|xg′(s)|2 ∧ 1
)
ν(dx) ds
+
∫ ∞
1
∫
{|x|>1}
(
|xg′(s)|2 ∧ 1
)
ν(dx) ds
}
≤ K
{∫
R
(
1{|x|≤1}|x|1/(1−α) + 1{|x|>1}
)
ν(dx)
+
(∫ ∞
1
|g′(s)|2 ds
)(∫
{|x|≤1}
x2 ν(dx)
)
+
∫ ∞
1
|g′(s)|θ ds
}
<∞,
where the first inequality follows by assumption (A), the second inequality follows by
(4.54) and (4.55), and the last inequality is due to the fact that 1/(1 − α) > β and
g′ ∈ Lθ((1,∞)) ∩ L2((1,∞)). This shows (4.52). The two remaining cases α = 1/2 and
α > 1/2 follow similarly.
Now, we will prove that (4.53) holds. Since |g′| is decreasing on (1,∞) we have for all
t ∈ [0, 1] that∫ ∞
1
|g′(t+ s)|p
(∫ 1/‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s])
r/|g′(t+s)|
xp ν(dx)
)
ds
≤
∫ ∞
1
|g′(s)|p
(∫ 1/|g′(s)|
r/|g′(1+s)|
xp ν(dx)
)
ds
≤ K
p− θ
∫ ∞
1
|g′(s)|p
(
|g′(s)|θ−p − |g′(s+ 1)/r|θ−p
)
1{r/|g′(1+s)|≤1/|g′(s)|} ds. (4.56)
For p > θ, (4.56) is less than or equal to
K
p− θ
∫ ∞
1
|g′(s)|θ ds <∞,
and for p < θ, (4.56) is less than or equal to
Krp−θ
θ − p
∫ ∞
1
|g′(s)|p|g′(s+ 1)|θ−p ds ≤ Kr
p−θ
θ − p
∫ ∞
1
|g′(s)|θ ds <∞,
where the first inequality is due to the fact that |g′| is decreasing on (1,∞). Hence we
have shown that∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
1
|g′(t+ s)|p
( ∫ 1/‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s])
r/|g′(t+s)|
xp ν(dx)
)
ds dt <∞ (4.57)
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for p 6= θ. Suppose that p > β. For t ∈ [0, 1] and s ∈ [−1, 1] we have∫ 1/‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s])
r/|g′(t+s)|
xp ν(dx) ≤
∫ 1/‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s])
1
xp ν(dx) +
∫ 1
r/|g′(t+s)|
xp ν(dx)
≤ K
(
‖g′‖θ−pLp([s,1+s]) + 1
)
and hence ∫ 1
0
∫ 1
−1
|g′(t+ s)|p
(∫ 1/‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s])
r/|g′(t+s)|
xp ν(dx)
)
ds dt (4.58)
≤ K
(∫ 1
−1
‖g′‖θLp([s,s+1]) ds+
∫ 1
−1
‖g′‖pLp([s,1+s]) ds
)
<∞. (4.59)
Suppose that p ≤ β. For t ∈ [0, 1] and s ∈ [−1, 1] we have∫ 1/‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s])
r/|g′(t+s)|
xp ν(dx) ≤ K
(
‖g′‖θ−pLp([s,1+s]) + |g′(t+ s)|β+ǫ−p
)
and hence ∫ 1
0
∫ 1
−1
|g′(t+ s)|p
(∫ 1/‖g′‖Lp([s,1+s])
r/|g′(t+s)|
xp ν(dx)
)
ds dt (4.60)
≤ K
(∫ 1
−1
‖g′‖θLp([s,s+1]) ds+
∫ 1
−1
‖g′‖β+ǫ
Lβ+ǫ([s,1+s])
ds
)
<∞ (4.61)
since (α− 1)(β + ǫ) > −1. Thus, (4.53) follows by (4.57), (4.58)–(4.59) and (4.60)–(4.61).
For p = θ the above proof goes through except for (4.57), where we need the additional
assumption (A-log). This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.4. For all ζ ∈W k,p we have as n→∞,
n−1+pkV (ζ, p; k)n →
∫ 1
0
|ζ(k)(s)|p ds. (4.62)
Proof. First we will assume that ζ ∈ Ck+1(R) and afterwards we will prove the lemma by
approximation. Successive applications of Taylor’s theorem gives
∆ni,kζ = ζ
(k)
( i− k
n
) 1
nk
+ ai,n, n ∈ N, k ≤ i ≤ n
where ai,n ∈ R satisfies
|ai,n| ≤ Kn−k−1, n ∈ N, k ≤ i ≤ n.
By Minkowski’s inequality,∣∣∣(nkp−1V (ζ)n)1/p − (nkp−1 n∑
j=k
∣∣∣ζ(k)( i− k
n
) 1
nk
∣∣∣p)1/p∣∣∣
≤
(
npk−1
n∑
j=k
|ai,n|p
)1/p
≤ Kn−1−1/p → 0.
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By continuity of ζ(k) we have
nkp−1
n∑
i=k
∣∣∣ζ(k)( i− k
n
) 1
nk
∣∣∣p → ∫ 1
0
|ζ(k)(s)|p ds
as n→∞, which shows (4.62).
The statement of the lemma for a general ζ ∈W k,p follows by approximating ζ through
a sequence of Ck+1(R)-functions and Minkowski’s inequality. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.1(iii). The Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 yield Theorem 1.1(iii).
5 Proof of Theorem 1.2
We recall the definition of mp in Theorem 1.1(ii) and of gi,n introduced at (3.8). Through-
out this section the driving Le´vy motion L is a symmetric β-stable Le´vy process with scale
parameter 1.
5.1 Proof of Theorem 1.2(i)
Throughout the following subsection we assume that the conditions of Theorem 1.2(i)
hold, in particular, k = 1. For all n ≥ 1 and r ≥ 0 set
φnr (s) = Dgn(r − s) = nα
(
g
(r − s
n
)− g(r − 1− s
n
))
, (5.1)
Y nr =
∫ r
−∞
φnr (s) dLs, V
n
r = |Y nr |p − E[|Y nr |p].
Due to self-similarity of L of order 1/β we have for all n ∈ N that
n
1− 1
(1−α)β
(
n−1+p(α+1/β)V (p; 1)n −mp
)
d
= Sn + rn
where
Sn = n
1/(α−1)β
n∑
r=1
V nr and rn = n
1− 1
(1−α)β (E[|Y n1 |p]−mp). (5.2)
We will show Theorem 1.2(i) by showing that rn → 0 and Sn d−→ S, where S is the
limit introduced in Theorem 1.2(i). The convergence Sn
d−→ S follows by the following
Steps 1–3, whereas rn → 0 follows by Step 4.
The following estimates will be useful for us. Let W denote a symmetric β-stable
random variable with scale parameter ρ ∈ (0,∞) and set
Φρ(x) = E[|W + x|p]− E[|W |p], x ∈ R. (5.3)
Using the representation (2.6) it follows that
Φρ(x) = a
−1
p
∫
R
(
1− cos(ux))e−ρβ |u|β |u|−1−p du. (5.4)
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Let ǫ > 0 be a fixed strictly positive number. From (5.4), we deduce that Hρ is two times
continuous differentiable, and
|Φ′′ρ(x)| = a−1p
∣∣∣ ∫
R
cos(ux)|u|1−pe−ρβ |u|β du
∣∣∣ ≤ a−1p ∫
R
|u|1−pe−ρβ |u|β du,
which implies that there exists a finite constant Kǫ such that for all ρ ≥ ǫ and all x ∈ R
|Φ′′ρ(x)| ≤ Kǫ. (5.5)
By (5.4) we also deduce the following estimate by several applications of the mean-value
theorem
|Φρ(x)−Φρ(y)| ≤ Kǫ
((|x| ∧ 1 + |y| ∧ 1)|x− y|1{|x−y|≤1} + |x− y|p1{|x−y|>1}) (5.6)
which holds for all ρ ≥ ǫ and all x, y ∈ R. Eq. (5.6) used on y = 0 yields that
|Φρ(x)| ≤ Kǫ(|x|p ∧ |x|2), (5.7)
which, in particular, implies that
|Φρ(x)| ≤ Kǫ|x|l for all l ∈ (p, β). (5.8)
Moreover, for all r ∈ (p, 2] and ρ1, ρ2 ≥ ǫ we deduce by (5.4) that
|Φρ1(x)− Φρ2(x)| ≤ Kǫ|ρβ1 − ρβ2 ||x|r for all x ∈ R. (5.9)
We will also need the following estimate:
Lemma 5.1. For all κ, τ ∈ Lβ([0, 1]) with ‖κ‖Lβ([0,1]), ‖τ‖Lβ ([0,1]) ≤ 1 set U =
∫ 1
0 κ(s) dLs
and V =
∫ 1
0 τ(s) dLs. Moreover, let Φρ be given by (5.3). For all r ∈ (1, β) and ǫ > 0 we
have
‖Φρ(U)− Φρ(V )‖Lr (5.10)
≤ Kρ
{(
‖κ‖β/r−1−ǫ
Lβ([0,1])
+ ‖τ‖β/r−1−ǫ
Lβ ([0,1])
)
‖κ− τ‖Lβ([0,1]) + ‖κ− τ‖β/rLβ([0,1])
}
.
Proof. Let q ∈ (r, β). Using (5.6), Minkowski inequality and Ho¨lder inequality on q and
q′ := rq/(q − r), which satisfies the equality 1/r = 1/q + 1/q′, we obtain
‖Φρ(U)− Φρ(V )‖Lr
≤ Kρ
({
‖|U | ∧ 1‖Lq′ + ‖|V | ∧ 1||Lq′
}
‖U − V ‖Lq + ‖|U − V |p1{|U−V |≥1}‖Lr
)
. (5.11)
Since q − r < 1 < r we have q′ > q, and hence
‖|V | ∧ 1‖Lq′ ≤ E[|V |q]
q−r
qr ≤ K‖τ‖q/r−1
Lβ([0,1])
.
A similar estimate holds for U . Let W be a standard symmetric β-stable random variable.
For all b ∈ (0, 1] and all v < β we have the estimate
E[|bW |v1{|bW |≥1}] ≤ Kbβ, (5.12)
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which follows from the fact that W has a density η satisfying η(x) ≤ K(1 + |x|)−1−β ,
x ∈ R, see e.g. [43, Theorem 1.1], and hence by substitution
E[|bW |v1{|bW |≥1}] =
∫
R
|bx|v1{|bx|≥1} η(x) dx
≤ Kb−1
∫
R
|x|v1{|x|≥1}|b−1x|−1−β dx = Kbβ.
By applying (5.12) with v = pr on the last term in (5.11) we obtain the desired estimate
(5.10).
Recall the definition of φnj in (5.1), and set
φj(u) = (j − u)α+ − (j − u− 1)α+. (5.13)
From Lemma 3.1 we obtain the estimates
‖φnj ‖Lβ([0,1]) ≤ Kjα−1, ‖φj‖Lβ([0,1]) ≤ Kjα−1, (5.14)
which will be used repeatedly throughout the proof. Set, moreover,
ρnj = ‖φn1‖Lβ(R\[−j,−j+1]), ρ0 = ‖φ1‖Lβ(R), Unr,m =
∫ m+1
m
φnr (u) dLu,
and for all r ∈ R set
Gr = σ(Ls − Lu : s, u ≤ r) and G1r = σ(Ls − Lu : r ≤ s, u ≤ r + 1).
We note that (G1r )r≥0 is not a filtration. We are now ready to prove the first approximation
of (Sn)n≥1 in (5.2).
Step 1. Set
S′n := n
1/(α−1)β
n∑
r=1
Znr , Z
n
r :=
∞∑
j=1
E[V nr |G1r−j ]. (5.15)
In the following we will show that
Sn − S′n P−→ 0. (5.16)
Before showing (5.16) let us show that the infinite series Znr , defined in (5.15), converges
absolutely a.s. To this end fix n and r and set θj := E[V
n
r |G1r−j ], j ≥ 1. Notice that
θj = Φρnj (U
n
r,r−j)−E[Φρnj (Unr,r−j)]. Since ρnj → ‖φn1‖Lβ(R) as j →∞, we have for all n ≥ 1
large enough that there exists j0 = j0(n) such that {ρnj : j ≥ j0} is bounded away from
zero, which combined with (5.8) and (5.14) implies that for all l ∈ (p, β)
E[|θj|] ≤ 2E[|Φρnj (Unr,r−j)|] ≤ KE[|Unr,r−j|l] ≤ Kj(α−1)l. (5.17)
Since the right-hand side of (5.17) is summable in j for all l close enough to β by the
assumption α < 1− 1/β, it follows that ∑∞j=1 θj converge absolutely a.s.
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In the following we will show (5.16) by showing that V nr is suitably close to Z
n
r , and
to this aim we will use the following telescoping sum decomposition of V nr
V nr =
∞∑
j=1
(
E[V nr |Gr−j+1]− E[V nr |Gr−j]
)
, (5.18)
which follows from the fact that limj→∞E[V
n
r |Gr−j] = E[V nr ] = 0 a.s. Such decompositions
go back to [24] in the discrete time moving average setting. By definition of S′n and (5.18)
we have
Sn − S′n = n1/(α−1)β
n∑
r=1
Rnr , R
n
r :=
∞∑
j=1
ζnr,j, (5.19)
ζnr,j := E[V
n
r |Gr−j+1]− E[V nr |Gr−j ]− E[V nr |G1r−j ]. (5.20)
We now use a telescoping sum decomposition of ζnr,j
ζnr,j =
∞∑
l=j
ϑnr,j,l, ϑ
n
r,j,l := E[ζ
n
r,j|G1r−j ∨ Gr−l]− E[ζnr,j|G1r−j ∨ Gr−l−1], (5.21)
which follows from the fact that liml→∞ E[ζ
n
r,j|G1r−j ∨ Gr−l] = E[ζnr,j|G1r−j ] = 0 a.s. The
next lemma gives a moment estimate for ϑnr,j,l.
Lemma 5.2. Let ϑnr,j,l be defined in (5.21) and γ ∈ [1, β). Then there exists N ≥ 1 such
that E[|ϑnr,j,l|γ ] ≤ Kγj(α−1)γ l(α−1)γ for all n ≥ N, r ≤ n, j ≥ 1 and l ≥ j.
Proof. For fixed n, j, l, {ϑnr,j,l : r ≥ 1} is a stationary sequence, and hence we may and do
assume that r = 1. Furthermore, we may and do assume that l ≥ j ∨ 2, since the case
l = j = 1 can be covered by choosing a new constant Kγ . By definition of ϑ
n
1,j,l we obtain
the representation
ϑn1,j,l = E[|Y n1 |p|G11−j ∨ G1−l]− E[|Y n1 |p|G1−l]− E[|Y n1 |p|G11−j ∨ G−l] + E[|Y n1 |p|G−l]. (5.22)
Set ρnj,l = ‖φn1‖Lβ([1−l,1−j]∪[2−j,1]). For large enough N ≥ 1 there exists ǫ > 0 such that
ρnj,l ≥ ǫ for all n ≥ N, j ≥ 1, l ≥ j ∨ 2 (we have ρnj,l = 0 for l = 1). Hence by (5.5) there
exists a finite constant K such that
|Φ′′ρnj,l(x)| ≤ K for all n ≥ N, j ≥ 1, l ≥ j ∨ 2, x ∈ R. (5.23)
Let
Anl =
∫ −l
−∞
φn1 (s) dLs, B
n
j =
∫ 2−j
1−j
φn1 (s) dLs,
and (B˜nl+1, B˜
n
j ) denote a random vector which is independent of L and which equals
(Bnl+1, B
n
j ) in law. Let moreover E˜ denote expectation with respect to (B˜
n
l+1, B˜
n
j ) only.
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From (5.22) we deduce that
ϑn1,j,l = E˜
[
Φρnj,l(A
n
l +B
n
l+1 +B
n
j )− Φρnj,l(Anl + B˜nl+1 +Bnj )
− Φρnj,l(Anl +Bnl+1 + B˜nj ) + Φρnj,l(Anl + B˜nl+1 + B˜nj )
]
= E˜
[ ∫ Bnj
B˜nj
∫ Bnl+1
B˜nl+1
Φ′′ρnj,l
(Anl + u1 + u2) du1 du2
]
,
where
∫ x
y denotes −
∫ y
x if x < y. Hence by (5.23) we have
|ϑnr,j,l|γ ≤ K
(
|Bnl+1Bnj |γ + |Bnj |γE[|Bnl+1|γ ] + E[|Bnj |γ ]|Bnl+1|γ + E[|Bnj |γ ]E[|Bnl+1|γ ]
)
,
and by independence of Bnl+1 and B
n
j for all l ≥ j we have
E[|ϑnr,j,l|γ ] ≤ KE[|Bnj |γ ]E[|Bnl+1|γ ] ≤ K‖φnj ‖γLβ([0,1])‖φnl+1‖
γ
Lβ([0,1])
.
Hence, (5.14) completes the proof.
For all m < −j, the sequence Vk := ϑnr,j,−k, for k = m, . . . ,−j, is a martingale
difference in the filtration G˜k := G1r−j ∨ Gr+k, k = m, . . . ,−j. Hence by the von Bahr–
Esseen inequality (see e.g. [38, Lemma 4.2]) we obtain for all γ ∈ [1, β)
E[|ζnr,j|γ ] ≤ 2
∞∑
l=j
E[|ϑnr,j,l|γ ]. (5.24)
According to Lemma 5.2, we have the estimate E[|ϑnr,j,l|γ ] ≤ Kj(α−1)γ l(α−1)γ , which to-
gether with (5.24) implies that
E[|ζnr,j|γ ] ≤ Kj(α−1)γ
∞∑
l=j
l(α−1)γ ≤ Kj2(α−1)γ+1. (5.25)
Eq. (5.25) used on γ = 1 yields that series Rnr =
∑∞
j=1 ζ
n
r,j converges absolutely a.s. Thus,
by rearranging the terms in (5.19)–(5.20) using the substitution s = r − j, we have
Sn − S′n = n1/(α−1)β
n−1∑
s=−∞
Mns with M
n
s :=
n∑
r=1∨(s+1)
ζnr,r−s.
Recalling the definition of ζnr,j in (5.20), we note that E[ζ
n
r,r−s|Gs] = 0 for all s and r,
showing that that {Mns : s ∈ (−∞, n) ∩ Z} are martingale differences. Using again von
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Bahr–Esseen inequality ([38, Lemma 4.2]) we deduce that
E[|Sn − S′n|r
′
] ≤ Knr′/(α−1)β
∑
s<n
E[|Mn,s|r′ ]
≤ Knr′/(α−1)β
∑
s<n
 n∑
r=1∨(s+1)
E[|ζnr,r−s|r
′
]1/r
′
r′
≤ Knr′/(α−1)β
∑
s<n
 n∑
r=1∨(s+1)
(r − s)1/r′+2(α−1)
r′ =: An.
It now remains to prove that An → 0, and to do this we distinguish two cases (recall
that 1 < r′ < β close enough to β). Split An =
∑
−n<s<n+
∑
s<−n =: A
′
n + A
′′
n and
assume for the moment that 1/β+2(α− 1) < −1 holds. Since the inner sum is summable
(for r′ close enough to β) we immediately see that A′n ≤ Knr
′/(α−1)β+1. Since β > 1 and
α ∈ (0, 1− 1/β) we deduce that A′n → 0. On the other hand, a direct computation shows
that
A′′n ≤ Knr
′/(α−1)β+3+2r′(α−1),
and since β(α−1) < −1, we readily obtain that A′′n → 0. Now, assume that 1/β+2(α−1) ≥
−1. Then
A′n ≤ Knr
′/(α−1)β+2+r′+2r′(α−1).
Since 1/β + 2(α − 1) ≥ −1, which is equivalent to 1 + 2β(α − 1) ≥ −β, we obtain for r′
close enough to β
A′n ≤ Kn1/(α−1)+1 → 0.
The convergence A′′n → 0 is shown as above.
Next we will show that S′n can be approximated by a rescaled sum of certain i.i.d.
random variables Z˜r, r ≥ 1.
Step 2. Set Wr,j :=
∫ r+1
r φj(u) dLu and
S˜n := n
1/(α−1)β
n∑
r=1
Z˜r, Z˜r :=
∞∑
j=1
{
Φρ0(Wj+r,r)− E[Φρ0(Wj+r,r)]
}
,
where ρ0 has been defined at (5.13). We will show that
S′n − S˜n P−→ 0.
The series Z˜r converges absolutely a.s. according to the same arguments as used in Step 1.
Recall from Step 1 that E[V nr |G1r−j ] = Φρnj (Unr,r−j) − E[Φρnj (Unr,r−j)] and the series S′n
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converges absolutely a.s. By rearranging the terms in S′n by the substitution s = r − j,
we obtain the decomposition S′n − S′′n = R1n −R2n +R3n, where
R1n := n
1/(α−1)β
∑
s<0
 n−s∑
j=1−s
{
Φρnj (U
n
j+s,s)− E[Φρnj (Unj+s,s)]
} ,
R2n := n
1/(α−1)β
n−1∑
s=0
 ∑
j>n−s
{
Φρ0(Wj+s,s)− E[Φρ0(Wj+s,s)]
} ,
R3n :=
n1/(α−1)β
n−1∑
s=0
n−s∑
j=1
{
Φρnj (U
n
j+s,s)− E[Φρnj (Unj+s,s)]−
(
Φρ0(Wj+s,s)− E[Φρ0(Wj+s,s)]
)} .
Now, we will show that all terms converge to 0 in probability. We start with the term R2n.
For any l ∈ (p, β) with l(α− 1) < −1, we have deduce by (5.8) and (5.14)
E[|R2n|] ≤ 2n1/(α−1)β
n−1∑
s=0
∑
j>n−s
E [|Φρ0(Wj+s,s)|]
≤ Kn1/(α−1)β
n−1∑
s=0
∑
j>n−s
jl(α−1) ≤ Kn1/(α−1)β
n−1∑
s=0
sl(α−1)+1 ≤ Kn1/(α−1)β+l(α−1)+2.
Choosing l arbitrary close to β, and taking into account that
2 + β(α − 1) < 1/(1− α)β,
where the latter comes from the fact that 2 − x < 1/x for any x > 1, we conclude that
R2n
P−→ 0.
In a similarly way we prove R1n
P−→ 0 in the following. By our assumptions we may
choose N ≥ 1 such that {ρnj : n ≥ N, j ≥ 1} is bounded away from zero. For any l ∈ (p, β)
with l(α− 1) < −1 and n ≥ N we have by (5.8) and (5.14) that
E[|R1n|] ≤ 2n1/(α−1)β
∑
s<0
n−s∑
j=1−s
E[|Φρnj (Unj+s,s)|] ≤ Kn1/(α−1)β
∑
s<0
n−s∑
j=1−s
j(α−1)l
≤ Kn1/(α−1)β
∑
s<0
{
(1− s)(α−1)l+1 − (n− s)(α−1)l+1
}
≤ Kn1/(α−1)β
n∑
u=1
u(α−1)l+1 ≤ Kn1/(α−1)β+(α−1)l+2. (5.26)
The estimate (5.26) implies R1n
P−→ 0 as above.
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Next we will show that R3n
P−→ 0. We start with the following simple estimate
E[|R3n|] ≤ 2n1/(α−1)β
n−1∑
s=0
n−s∑
j=1
E
[∣∣∣Φρnj (Unj+s,s)−Φρ0(Vj+s,s)∣∣∣]
≤ 2n1/(α−1)β+1
n∑
j=1
E
[∣∣∣Φρnj (Unj,0)− Φρ0(Vj,0)∣∣∣]. (5.27)
Next we decompose
Φρnj (U
n
j,0)− Φρ0(Vj,0) = Cnj +Qnj (5.28)
where
Qnj = Φρnj (U
n
j,0)− Φρ0(Unj,0) and Cnj = Φρ0(Unj,0)−Φρ0(Vj,0).
We have that
Unj,0 −Wj,0 =
∫ 1
0
ζnj (u) dLu where ζ
n
j (u) := φ
n
j (u)− φj(u).
In the following we will prove and use the estimate
‖ζnj ‖Lβ [0,1] ≤ Kn−1jα. (5.29)
Recall that g(s) = sαf(s) for s ≥ 0. The estimate (5.29) follows by the decompose
ζnj = ζˆ
n
j + ζ¯
n
j
with
ζˆnj (u) =
[
f((j − u)/n)− f(0)]φj(u),
ζ¯nj (u) =
[
f((j − u)/n)− f((j − u− 1)/n)](j − u− 1)α+,
the triangle inequality and continuous right differentiability of f at zero. Fix ǫ > 0. By
Lemma 5.1 used on r = 1, (5.14) and (5.29) we have
n∑
j=1
E[|Cnj |] ≤ K
n∑
j=1
(
j(α−1)(β−1−ǫ)n−1jα + n−βjαβ
) ≤ Kn(α−1)(β−ǫ)+1 → 0 (5.30)
for ǫ small enough. By substitution, Lemma 6.1(i) and (5.14),∣∣∣|ρnj |β − |ρ0|β∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣‖φn1‖Lβ(R) − ‖φ1‖Lβ(R)∣∣∣+ ‖φn1‖Lβ([−j,−j+1])
≤ K
(
nαβ+1
∣∣∣‖g0,n‖βLβ(R) − ‖h0,n‖βLβ(R)∣∣∣+ jα−1) ≤ K(n(α−1)β+1 + jα−1). (5.31)
For any r ∈ (p, β) such that (α− 1)r < −1 we have by (5.9), (5.14) and (5.31) that
E[|Qnj |] = E[|Φρnj (Unj,0)− Φρ0(Unj,0)|] ≤ K
∣∣|ρnj |β − |ρ|β∣∣E[|Unj,0|r]
≤ K∣∣|ρnj |β − |ρ|β∣∣‖φnj ‖rLβ([0,1]) ≤ K(n(α−1)β+1j(α−1)r + j(α−1)(1+r)),
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which implies that
n∑
j=1
E[|Qnj |] ≤ K
(
n(α−1)β+1 + n(α−1)(1+r)+1
)
≤ Kn(α−1)β+1. (5.32)
The equations (5.27), (5.28), (5.30) and (5.32) show that
E[|R3n|] ≤ Kn1/(α−1)β+(α−1)β+2,
which implies that R3n
P−→ 0 as above, and the proof is complete.
We are now ready to complete the proof of Sn
d−→ S.
Step 3. We will show that S˜n
d−→ S. Since the random variables (Z˜r)r≥0 are independent
and identically distributed with mean zero, it is enough to show that
lim
x→∞
x(1−α)βP(Z˜0 > x) = γ and lim
x→∞
x(1−α)βP(Z˜0 < −x) = 0 (5.33)
cf. [36, Theorem 1.8.1]. The constant γ is defined in (5.37) below. To show (5.33) let us
define the function Φ : R→ R+ via
Φ(x) :=
∞∑
j=1
Φρ0(ajx) where aj := j
α − (j − 1)α.
Note that (5.4) implies that Φρ0(x) ≥ 0 and hence Φ is positive. Moreover, by (5.8) and
for l ∈ (p, β) with (1− α)l < −1 we have
|Φ(x)| ≤ K|x|l
∞∑
j=1
aβj ≤ K|x|l
∞∑
j=1
jβ(α−1) <∞, (5.34)
which shows that Φ is finite. Eq. (5.34) shows moreover that E[Φ(L1)] < ∞, and hence
we can define a random variable Q0 via
Q0 = Φ(L1)− E[Φ(L1)] =
∞∑
j=1
(
Φρ0(ajL1)− E[Φρ0(ajL1)]
)
,
where the last sum converge absolutely a.s. Since Q0 ≥ −E[Φ(L1)], we have that
lim
x→∞
x(1−α)βP(Q0 < −x) = 0. (5.35)
By the substitution t = (x/u)1/(1−α) we have that
x1/(α−1)Φ(x) = x1/(α−1)
∫ ∞
0
Φρ0(a1+[t]x) dt
= (1− α)−1
∫ ∞
0
Φρ0(a1+[(x/u)1/(1−α) ]x)u
−1+1/(α−1) du
→ (1− α)−1
∫ ∞
0
Φρ0(αu)u
−1+1/(α−1) du = κ as x→∞, (5.36)
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where we have used Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem and the estimate (5.7)
on Φρ0 , and the constant κ coincides with the definition in Remark 2.5. The connection
between the tail behaviour of a symmetric ρ-stable random variable Sρ, ρ ∈ (1, 2), and its
scale parameter σ¯ is given via
P(Sρ > x) ∼ τρσ¯ρx−ρ/2 as x→∞,
where the function τρ has been defined in (2.4) (see e.g. [36, Eq. (1.2.10)]). Hence,
P(|L1| > x) ∼ τβx−β as x→∞, and we readily deduce by (5.36) that
P(Q0 > x) ∼ γx(1−α)β with γ = τβκ(1−α)β . (5.37)
Next we will show that for some r > (1− α)β we have
P(|Z˜0 −Q0| > x) ≤ Kx−r for all x ≥ 1, (5.38)
which implies (5.33), cf. (5.35) and (5.37). To show (5.38) it is sufficient to find r > (1−α)β
such that
E[|Z˜0 −Q0|r] <∞
by Markov’s inequality. Furthermore, by Minkowski inequality and the definitions of Q0
and Z˜0 it sufficers to show that
∞∑
j=1
‖Φρ0(Wj,0)− Φρ0(ajL1)‖Lr <∞ (5.39)
(recall that r ≥ 1). We choose an r satisfying (1 − α)β < r < β, which is always possible
since we have α ∈ (0, 1) under our assumptions. We note that φj(0) = aj, and hence
obtain the estimates
‖φj − aj‖Lβ([0,1]) ≤ Kjα−2, j ≥ 1. (5.40)
For all ǫ > 0 we have by Lemma 5.1, (5.14) and (5.40) that
‖Φρ0(Wj,0)− Φρ0(ajL1)‖Lr ≤ K
(
j(α−1)(β/r−ǫ)−1 + j(α−2)β/r
)
which shows (5.39), by choosing ǫ = β/(2r) and noticing that (α−2)β/r < α−2 < −1.
In the last step we will show that rn = n
1− 1
(1−α)β (E[|Y n1 |p]−mp)→ 0.
Step 4. Let g0,n and h0,n be defined as in (3.8), and ηp be the absolute p-moment of a
standard symmetric β-stable random variable. By Lemma 6.1(i)
|rn| = ηpn1−
1
(1−α)βn(α+1/β)p
∣∣‖g0,n‖βLβ − ‖h0,n‖βLβ ∣∣
≤ Kn1− 1(1−α)β+(α+1/β)p−β ≤ Kn2− 1(1−α)β+(α−1)β (5.41)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that p < β. Eq. (5.41) implies that rn → 0,
which completes the proof.
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5.2 Proof of Theorem 1.2(ii)
We use the following decomposition:
√
n
(
n−1+p(α+1/β)V (p; k)n −mp
)
= Y (1)n + Y
(2)
n
with
Y (1)n :=
√
n
(
n−1+p(α+1/β)V (p; k)n −mnp
)
, Y (2)n :=
√
n(mnp −mp).
We will prove that Y
(2)
n → 0 and
Y (1)n =
1√
n
n∑
i=k
Y ni
d−→ N (0, η2), where Y ni = np(α+1/β)
(
|∆ni,kX|p − E[|∆ni,kX|p]
)
and η2 is defined at (2.5). The proof of the latter relies on the short memory approximation
of the random variables Y ni . Recalling the representation ∆
n
i,kX =
∫
R
gi,n(s) dLs, we
introduce the random variables
∆n,mi,k X :=
∫
R
gi,n(s)1[(i−m)/n,(i+m)/n](s) dLs.
We will proceed by showing the convergence in distribution
Y (1)n,m =
1√
n
n∑
i=k
Y n,mi
d−→ N (0, η2m) as n→∞, (5.42)
where Y n,mi = n
p(α+1/β)
(
|∆n,mi,k X|p − E[|∆n,mi,k X|p]
)
and η2m are positive constants. Next,
we show that η2m → η2 as m→∞. In the last step we prove that
lim
m→∞
lim sup
n→∞
E[|Y (1)n,m − Y (1)n |2] = 0. (5.43)
Step (i). To show (5.42) we note that for fixed n,m ≥ 1, {Y n,mi : i = k, . . . , n} are m-
dependent random variables. By stationarity and m-dependence of {Y n,mi : i = k, . . . , n}
we have
var(Y (1)n,m) =
n− k
n
θmn (0) + 2n
−1
m∑
i=1
(n− k − i)θmn (i) (5.44)
with θmn (i) = cov(Y
n,m
k , Y
n,m
k+i ). Set
V mi =
∫
R
hk(i− s)1[(i−m)/n,(i+m)/n](s) dLs and Y mi = |V mi |p − E[|V mi |p].
By the the line above (4.48) we deduce that for all d ≥ 1 and as n → ∞, (Y n,mi )di=1 d−→
(Y mi )
d
i=1. For any q > 0 with pq < β, the estimates of the proof of Theorem 1.1(ii) show
that
E[|Y n,mi |q] ≤ K, (5.45)
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and by the assumption p < β/2 we may choose q > 2. Hence, with θm(i) := cov(V mk , V
m
k+i),
it follows that θmn (i)→ θm(i) as n→∞, which by (5.44) implies that
var(Y (1)n,m)→ θmn (0) + 2
m∑
i=1
θm(i) =: η2m as n→∞. (5.46)
By (5.45) and (5.46), the convergence (5.42) follows by the main theorem in [12] since the
sequences {Y n,mi : i = k, . . . , n} are m-dependent for all n ≥ 1.
Step (ii). To show that η2m → η2 as m→∞ we set
Vi =
∫
R
hk(i− s) dLs, Yi = |Vi|p − E[|Vi|p], θ(i) = cov(Yk, Yk+i).
By the definition of θm(i) and the continuity of the stochastic integrals (cf. [34]) we have
that θm(i) → θ(i) as m → ∞. Applying the formulas (2.6) and (2.7) we obtain the
expression
θm(i) = a−2p
∫
R2
1
|s1s2|1+pψ
m
i (s1, s2) ds1 ds2, where
ψmi (s1, s2) = exp
(
−
∫
R
|s1hmk (x)− s2hmk (x+ i)|βdx
)
− exp
(
−
∫
R
|s1hmk (x)|β + |s2hmk (x+ i)|βdx
)
and hmk (x) = hk(x)1[−m,m](x). The functions u = h
m
k satisfies the estimate (6.7) for all
n ≥ 1 since |hmk (x)| ≤ K|x|α for x ∈ [0, k+1] and |hmk (x)| ≤ K|x|α−k for x > k+1. Since
u does not depend on n ≥ 1 we obtain, by letting n→∞ in the estimate of Lemma 6.3(ii),
that there exists some r > 1 such that
|θm(l)| ≤ Kl−r for all m ≥ 1, l ≥ 0.
Hence, by dominated convergence we have as m→∞,
η2m = θ
m(0) + 2
m∑
i=1
θm(i)→ θ(0) + 2
∞∑
i=1
θ(i) = η2.
Step (iii). In this step we prove (5.43). By stationarity we have that
E[|Y (1)n,m − Y (1)n |2] ≤ 2
n−k∑
i=0
θ
m
n (i) (5.47)
where θ
m
n (i) = cov(Y
n,m
k − Y nk , Y n,mk+i − Y nk+i). We introduce the notation
fmn (x) := 1[−m,m](x)D
kgn(x), fn(x) := D
kgn(x), f
m
n = f
m
n − fn
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where the functions gn are defined at (3.8). By (2.6) and (2.7) we have
θ
m
n (i) = a
−2
p
∫
R2
1
|s1s2|1+pψ
n,m
i (s1, s2) ds1 ds2,
ψ
n,m
i (s1, s2) = exp
(
−
∫
R
|s1fmn (x)− s2fmn (x+ i)|β dx
)
− exp
(
−
∫
R
|s1fmn (x)|β + |s2fmn (x+ i)|β dx
)
.
By Lemma 3.1 it follows that u = f
m
n satisfies (6.7). Since u in addition vanishes on [0,m],
Lemma 6.3(iii) and (5.47) implies that there exists r > 0 such that
lim sup
n→∞
E[|Y (1)n,m − Y (1)n |2] ≤ Km−r
which shows (5.43).
Steps (i)–(iii) implies that Y
(1)
n
d−→ N (0, η2), and the convergence Y (2)n = √n(mnp −
mp)→ 0 follows by Step (iv) below.
Step (iv). Following the same arguments as in Step 4 of the previous subsection, we readily
deduce that
|Y (2)n | ≤ Knαβ+3/2
∣∣∣‖g0,n‖βLβ(R) − ‖h0,n‖βLβ(R)∣∣∣ .
Applying Lemma 6.1(ii) immediately shows that Y
(2)
n → 0 as n→∞.
6 Appendix
In this section we present some technical results that are used in various proof steps. Recall
the definition of the functions gi,n and hi,n in (3.8) and (3.9). Recall that f : R+ → R
is given by f(x) = g(x)x−α for all x > 0, and f(0) = 1. We may and do extend f to a
function f : R→ R (also denoted f) which is differentiable on R.
Lemma 6.1. (i) Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1.2(i) hold. Then,∣∣∣‖g0,n‖βLβ(R) − ‖h0,n‖βLβ(R)∣∣∣ ≤ Kn−β.
(ii) Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1.2(ii) hold. Then∣∣∣‖g0,n‖βLβ(R) − ‖h0,n‖βLβ(R)∣∣∣ ≤ Kn−αβ−2.
Proof. We recall that g(x) = xα+f(x) and f(0) = 1. We start by proving part (ii) of the
lemma.
Recall that k ≥ 2 and α ∈ (0, k − 2/β). By Lemma 3.1 and condition α < k − 1/β it
holds for all n ≥ 1 that
An :=
∫ −1
−∞
|h0,n(x)|β dx ≤ Kn−kβ
∫ ∞
1
x(α−k)β dx ≤ Kn−kβ. (6.1)
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The same estimate holds for the function g0,n. On the other hand, we have that
Bn :=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 0
− 2k
n
|g0,n(x)|β dx−
∫ 0
− 2k
n
|h0,n(x)|β dx
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Kn−αβ−2, (6.2)
which follows by the estimate ||x|β − |y|β | ≤ Kmax{|x|β−1, |y|β−1}|x− y| for all x, y > 0,
and that for all x ∈ [−2kn , 0] we have by differentiability of f at zero that
|g0,n(x)− h0,n(x)| =
∣∣∣ k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
k
j
){
f(−j/n− x)− 1}(−j/n − x)α+∣∣∣ ≤ Kn−1|h0,n(x)|,
together with the estimate (3.12) from Lemma 3.1 on h0,n and g0,n. Recalling that g(x) =
xα+f(x) and using kth order Taylor expansion of f at x, we deduce the following identity
g0,n(x) =
k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
k
j
)
g
(− j/n − x)
=
k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
k
j
)(− j/n − x)α
+
(
k−1∑
l=0
f (l)(−x)
l!
(−j/n)l + f
(k)(ξj,x)
k!
(−j/n)k
)
=
k−1∑
l=0
f (l)(−x)
l!
 k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
k
j
)
(−j/n)l(− j/n − x)α
+

+
 k∑
j=0
f (k)(ξj,x)
k!
(−1)j
(
k
j
)
(−j/n)k(− j/n − x)α
+
 ,
where ξj,x is a certain intermediate point. Now, by rearranging terms we can find coeffi-
cients λ0, · · · , λk and λ˜0, · · · , λ˜k (which are in fact bounded functions in x) such that
g0,n(x) =
k∑
l=0
λl(x)n
−l
 k∑
j=l
(−1)j
(
k
j
)
j(j − 1) · · · (j − l + 1)( − j/n − x)α
+

=
k∑
l=0
λ˜l(x)n
−l
 k∑
j=l
(−1)j
(
k − l
j − l
)(− j/n − x)α
+
 =: k∑
l=0
rl,n(x).
At this stage we remark that the term rl,n(x) involves (k − l)th order differences of the
function (−x)α+ (at scale n−1 and with a certain shift) and λ0(x) = λ˜0(x) = f(−x). Now,
observe that
Cn :=
∫ − 2k
n
−1
∣∣∣|g0,n(x)|β − |h0,n(x)|β∣∣∣ dx
≤ K
∫ − k
n
−1
max{|g0,n(x)|β−1, |h0,n(x)|β−1}|g0,n(x)− h0,n(x)| dx.
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Since r0,n = fh0,n, it holds that
|r0,n(x)− h0,n(x)| ≤ Kn−kxα−k+1.
Recalling that α ∈ (0, k − 2/β) and using the substitution x = n−1y, we deduce that∫ − 2k
n
−1
max{|g0,n(x)|β−1, |h0,n(x)|β−1}|r0,n(x)− h0,n(x)| dx ≤ Kn−αβ−2. (6.3)
For 1 ≤ l ≤ k, we readily obtain the approximation∫ − 2k
n
−1
max{|g0,n(x)|β−1, |h0,n(x)|β−1}|rl,n(x)| dx ≤ Kn−l−1−αβ
∫ n
k
y(α−k)β+l dy
using again the substitution x = n−1y. It holds that∫ n
k
y(α−k)β+ldy ≤
{
K (α− k)β + l < −1
K log(n)n(α−k)β+l+1 (α− k)β + l ≥ −1. (6.4)
By (6.3) and (6.4) we conclude that
Cn ≤ K
(
n−αβ−2 + log(n)n−kβ
)
.
Since αβ + 2 < kβ due to the assumption α ∈ (0, k − 2/β), part (ii) readily follows from
(6.1) and (6.2).
Now, we proceed with part (i), which is in fact easier. Recall that k = 1 and α ∈
(0, 1 − 1/β), which implies that β ∈ (1, 2). As in (6.1) and (6.2) it holds that
An =
∫ −1
−∞
|h0,n(x)|β dx ≤ Kn−β
∫ ∞
1
x(α−1)β dx ≤ Kn−β (6.5)
(the same estimate holds for the function g0,n) and
Bn =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 0
− 2
n
|g0,n(x)|β dx−
∫ 0
− 2
n
|h0,n(x)|β dx
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Kn−αβ−2. (6.6)
Finally, applying the methods of (6.3)–(6.4), we deduce the inequality∣∣∣∣∣
∫ − 2
n
−1
|g0,n(x)|β dx−
∫ − 2
n
−1
|h0,n(x)|β dx
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ K
(∫ − 2
n
−1
|h0,n(x)|βx dx+ n−1
∫ − 2
n
−1
|h0,n(x)|β−1xα dx
)
≤ Kn−β.
Now, note that αβ +2 > β since α > 0 and β ∈ (1, 2). We obtain the assertion of part (i)
by (6.5) and (6.6).
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Now, we introduce an auxiliary continuous function u = un : R+ 7→ R, which satisfies
the inequality
|u(x)| ≤ K
(
|x|α1[0,k+1](x) + |x|α−k1[k+1,n)(x) (6.7)
+ nα−k(1[n,n+k](x) + v((x− k)/n)1(n+k,∞)(x))
)
,
where v ∈ Lβ((1,∞))∩C((1,∞)) is a decreasing function. The next lemma presents some
approximations for certain integrals of u.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that u is a function satisfying (6.7), q ∈ [0, β/2), k ≥ 2, α < k−2/β
and set
Il,n,q :=
∫ ∞
0
|u(x+ l)|β−q|u(x)|q dx.
(i) There exists r = rα,β,q,k > 1 such that for all n ≥ 1, l = 0, . . . , n we have
Il,n,q ≤ K(l−r + n−r). (6.8)
(ii) There exists r = rα,β,q,k > 0 such that for all m ≥ 0 and all functions u satisfying
(6.7) and vanishing on [0,m] we have
lim sup
n→∞
n−1∑
l=0
Il,n,q ≤ Km−r. (6.9)
Proof. (i) To show the estimate (6.8) we decompose Il,n,q into four terms as follows. First
applying the estimate at (6.7) we deduce that∫ k+1
0
|u(x+ l)|β−q|u(x)|q dx ≤ Kl(α−k)(β−q).
On the other hand, we obtain that∫ n
k+1
|u(x+ l)|β−q|u(x)|q1{x+l<n} dx
≤ Kl(α−k)β
∫ n
k+1
(x
l
+ 1
)(α−k)(β−q) (x
l
)(α−k)q
dx
≤ Kl(α−k)β+1
∫ ∞
(k+1)/l
(y + 1)(α−k)(β−q)y(α−k)q dy
≤ Kmax{log(l)l(α−k)β+1, l(α−k)(β−q)}.
For the last approximation we used the fact that (α − k)β < −1, which insures the
integrability at infinity, while for the integrability near 0 we distinguished the cases (α −
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k)q > −1 and (α − k)q ≤ −1. Observing that the function v introduced at (6.7) is
continuous and hence bounded on compact sets, we conclude that∫ n
k+1
|u(x+ l)|β−q|u(x)|q1{x+l>n} dx ≤ Kn(α−k)(β−q)
∫ n
k
x(α−k)q dx
≤ K
{
log(n)n(α−k)β+1 (α− k)q ≥ −1
n(α−k)(β−q) (α− k)q < −1.
Finally, for the last term we have that∫ ∞
n
|u(x+ l)|β−q|u(x)|q dx ≤ Kn(α−k)β
(
1 +
∫ ∞
n
v(x/n)β dx
)
≤ Kn(α−k)β+1,
where we used that the function v is decreasing on (1,∞) and v ∈ Lβ((1,∞)). By noticing
that max{(α − k)β + 1, (α − k)(β − q)} < −1, we obtain (6.8) by a combination of the
above four estimates.
(ii) To show (6.9) suppose that the function u, in addition, vanish on [0,m]. By the
decomposition and estimates use in (i) above we have
lim sup
n→∞
n−1∑
l=0
Il,n,q ≤ lim sup
n→∞
n∑
l=0
I˜l,n,q
where
I˜l,n,q :=
∫ n
m
|u(x+ l)|β−q|u(x)|q1{x+l<n} dx.
For all l ≤ m,
I˜ml,n,q ≤ Kl(α−k)β+1
∫ ∞
m/l
(y + 1)(α−k)(β−q)y(α−k)q dy ≤ Km(α−k)β+1
and hence
lim sup
n→∞
n∑
l=0
I˜l,n,q ≤ K
(
m(α−k)β+1 +
∞∑
l=m+1
max{log(l)l(α−k)β+1, l(α−k)(β−q)}
)
,
showing (6.9).
Now, we present one of the main results, which provides estimates for various covari-
ance functions. Assume that a given function u = un satisfies (6.7) and define
θn(l) = a
−2
p
∫
R2
1
|s1s2|1+pψl(s1, s2) ds1ds2, where (6.10)
ψl(s1, s2) = exp
(
−
∫
R
|s1u(x)− s2u(x+ l)|β dx
)
− exp
(
−
∫
R
|s1u(x)|β + |s2u(x+ l)|β dx
)
.
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Lemma 6.3. Suppose that u is a function satisfying (6.7) and θn(l) is defined in (6.10).
(i) Assume that k = 1 and α < 1− 1/β. Then, for any l ≥ 1, we obtain
|θn(l)| ≤ Kl(α−1)β+1.
(ii) Suppose that k ≥ 2 and α < k − 2/β. There exists r = rα,β,q,k > 1 such that for all
n ≥ 1, l = 0, . . . , n we have
θn(l) ≤ K(l−r + n−r).
(iii) Suppose that k ≥ 2 and α < k − 2/β. There exists r = rα,β,q,k > 0 such that for all
m ≥ 0 and all functions u satisfying (6.7) and vanishing on [0,m]
lim sup
n→∞
n−1∑
l=0
θn(l) ≤ Km−r.
Proof. (a) We decompose the first integral via
∫
R2
=
∫
[−1,1]2 +
∫
R2\[−1,1]2 . In this part we
will analyze the second integral. We need the following identity to deal with large s1, s2:
ψl(s1, s2) = exp
(
−(|s1|β + |s2|β)
∫
R
|u(x)|βdx
)
×
∑
r≥1
1
r!
(∫
R
|s1u(x)− s2u(x+ l)|β dx−
∫
R
|s1u(x)|β + |s2u(x+ l)|β dx
)r
.
We will make much use of the inequality
∣∣∣|x− y|β − |x|β − |y|β∣∣∣ ≤ {K (min{|x|, |y|}β +min{|x|, |y|}max{|x|, |y|}β−1) β > 1
Kmin{|x|, |y|}β β ≤ 1.
We start with the case β ≤ 1. According to Lemma 6.2, for each K > 0 we can find
l0, n0 ∈ N such that for all l ≥ l0, n ≥ n0 we have that K ′ := Il,n,0 < K. For such l and n
we have
θ(l)β≤11 :=
∫
R2\[−1,1]2
|ψl(s1, s2)|
|s1s2|1+p ds1 ds2 (6.11)
≤ K
∫
R2\[−1,1]2
1
|s1s2|1+p exp(−K(|s1|
β + |s2|β))
∑
r≥1
1
r!
|s2|βrIrl,n,0 ds1 ds2
≤ KIl,n,0
∫
R2\[−1,1]2
1
|s1s2|1+p exp(−K|s1|
β + (K ′ −K)|s2|β) ds1 ds2,
where the latter integral is finite since K ′ < K. For l < l0, we trivially have that
|θn(l)| < K, (6.12)
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where we use that |ψl(s1, s2)| < 2 by definition. Let us now consider the case β > 1.
Applying exactly the same arguments as for β ≤ 1, we deduce for l large enough
θ(l)β>11 ≤ K
∫
R2\[−1,1]2
(−K(|s1|β + |s2|β))
|s1s2|1+p (6.13)
×
∑
r≥1
1
r!
(
|s1|β−1|s2|Il,n,β−1 + |s2|βIl,n,0
)r
ds1 ds2
≤ K(Il,n,β−1 + Il,n,0).
This estimate completes the first part of the proof.
(b) Given the boundedness of the exponential function on compact intervals and sym-
metry arguments, we are left with discussing the quantity
θ(l)2 :=
∫
[0,1]2
1
|s1s2|1+p
(∫
R
∣∣∣|s1u(x)− s2u(x+ l)|β − |s1u(x)|β − |s2u(x+ l)|β∣∣∣ dx) ds1 ds2.
This requires a much deeper analysis. Clearly, we obtain the inequality
θ(l)2 ≤ K(θ(l)2.1 + θ(l)2.2)
with
θ(l)2.1 =
∫
[0,1]2
1
|s1s2|1+p
( ∫ ∞
0
min{|s1u(x)|β , |s2u(x+ l)|β} dx
)
ds1 ds2
θ(l)2.2 =
∫
[0,1]2
1
|s1s2|1+p
( ∫ ∞
0
min{|s1u(x)|, |s2u(x+ l)|}
×max{|s1u(x)|β−1, |s2u(x+ l)|β−1} dx
)
ds1 ds2
where the term θ(l)2.2 appears only in case β > 1. We start by handling the quantity
θ(l)2.1. Set ak(x, l) := |u(x + l)|/|u(x)| ∈ R ∪ {∞} for x > 0, and recall the convention∫ a
∞ = 0 for any a ∈ R ∪ {±∞}. Notice that we can rearrange the involved integrals due
to positivity of the integrand. Hence, we deduce
θ(l)2.1 = θ(l)2.1.1 + θ(l)2.1.2
with
θ(l)2.1.1 =
∫
[0,1]2
(s1s2)
−1−p
(∫ ∞
0
|s1u(x)|β1{s1≤s2ak(x,l)} dx
)
ds1 ds2
=
∫ ∞
0
|u(x)|β
(∫ 1
0
s−1−p2
∫ min{1,s2ak(x,l)}
0
s−1−p+β1 ds1 ds2
)
dx. (6.14)
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Next we will estimate the parenthesis in (6.14) as follows∫ 1
0
s−1−p2
∫ min{1,s2ak(x,l)}
0
s−1−p+β1 ds1 ds2
≤ K
∫ 1
0
s−1−p2
(
1{s2ak(x,l)≤1}
∫ s2ak(x,l)
0
s−1−p+β1 ds1 + 1{s2ak(x,l)≥1}
∫ 1
0
s−1−p+β1 ds1
)
ds2
≤ K
∫ 1
0
s−1−p2
(
1{s2ak(x,l)≤1}(s2ak(x, l))
−p+β + 1{s2ak(x,l)≥1}
)
ds2
≤ K
(∫ min{1,ak(x,l)−1}
0
ak(x, l)
β−ps−1−2p+β2 ds2 + 1{ak(x,l)−1≤1}
∫ 1
ak(x,l)−1
s−1−p2 ds2
)
≤ K
(
ak(x, l)
β−p
(
1{ak(x,l)−1≤1}ak(x, l)
−(β−2p)
+ 1{ak(x,l)−1≥1}
)
+ 1{ak(x,l)−1≤1}(1 + ak(x, l)
p)
)
≤ K
(
1{|uk(x+l)|≥uk(x)}
(
2
∣∣∣∣uk(x+ l)uk(x)
∣∣∣∣p + 1)+ 1{|uk(x+l)|≤uk(x)} ∣∣∣∣uk(x+ l)uk(x, l)
∣∣∣∣β−p).
Hence,
θ(l)2.1.1 ≤ K(Il,n,0 + Il,n,p). (6.15)
We have
θ(l)2.1.2 =
∫
[0,1]2
(s1s2)
−1−p
(∫ ∞
0
|s2u(x+ l)|β1{s2≤s1ak(x,l)−1} dx
)
ds1 ds2
=
∫ ∞
0
|u(x+ l)|β
(∫ 1
0
s−1−p1
∫ min{1,s1ak(x,l)−1}
0
s−1−p+β2 ds2 ds1
)
dx, (6.16)
and the parenthesis in (6.16) is estimated as follows∫ 1
0
s−1−p1
∫ min{1,s1ak(x,l)−1}
0
s−1−p+β2 ds2 ds1
≤ K
(∫ 1
0
1{s1≤ak(x,l)}s
−1−p
1 (s1ak(x, l)
−1)−p+β ds1 +
∫ 1
0
1{s1≥ak(x,l)}s
−1−p
1 ds1
)
≤ K
(
ak(x, l)
p−β
∫ min{1,ak(x,l)}
0
s−1−2p+β1 ds1 + 1{ak(x,l)≤1}
∫ 1
ak(x,l)
s−1−p1 ds1
)
≤ K
(
ak(x, l)
p−β
1{ak(x,l)≥1} + 2ak(x, l)
−p
1{ak(x,l)≤1}
)
,
which shows
θ(l)2.1.2 ≤ K(Il,n,0 + Il,n,p). (6.17)
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We also have θ(l)2.2 = θ(l)2.2.1 + θ(l)2.2.2 with
θ(l)2.2.1 =
∫
[0,1]2
s−1−p1 s
−1−p
2
( ∫ ∞
0
1{s1≤s2ak(x,l)}s1|u(x)|sβ−12 |u(x+ l)|β−1 dx
)
ds1 ds2
≤
∫ ∞
0
u(x)u(x+ l)β−1
(∫ 1
0
sβ−2+p2
∫ s2ak(x,l)
0
s−p1 ds1 ds2
)
dx
≤ K
∫ ∞
0
|u(x)||u(x + l)|β−1
( ∫ 1
0
sβ−2+p2 (s2ak(x, l))
1−p ds2
)
dx
≤ K
∫ ∞
0
|u(x)||u(x + l)|β−1
(
ak(x, l)
1−p
∫ 1
0
sβ−12 ds2
)
dx
≤ K
∫ ∞
0
|u(x)|p|u(x+ l)|β−p dx ≤ KIl,n,p, (6.18)
and
θ(l)2.2.2 =
∫
[0,1]2
s−1−p1 s
−1−p
2
∫ ∞
0
1{s2≤s1ak(x,l)−1}s
β−1
1 |u(x)|β−1s2|u(x+ l)| dx ds1 ds2
=
∫ ∞
0
|u(x)|β−1|u(x+ l)|
[ ∫ 1
0
s−2−p+β1
(
1{s1ak(x,l)−1≤1}
∫ s1ak(x,l)−1
0
s−p2 ds2
+ 1{s1ak(x,l)−1≥1}
∫ 1
0
s−p2 ds2
)
ds1
]
dx.
(6.19)
The bracket in (6.19) is estimated as follows∫ 1
0
s−2−p+β1
(
1{s1ak(x,l)−1≤1}
∫ s1ak(x,l)−1
0
s−p2 ds2 + 1{s1ak(x,l)−1≥1}
∫ 1
0
s−p2 ds2
)
ds1
≤ K
∫ 1
0
s−2−p+β1 1{s1ak(x,l)−1≤1}s
1−p
1 ak(x, l)
p−1ds1 + 1{ak(x,l)<1}
∫ 1
ak(x,l)
s−2−p+β1 ds1
)
≤ Kak(x, l)p−1
∫ min{1,ak(x,l)}
0
s−1−2p+β1 ds1 + 1{ak(x,l)≤1}ak(x, l)
−1−p+βds1
)
≤ K
(
ak(x, l)
p−1
1{ak(x,l)≥1} + ak(x, l)
−1−p+β
1{ak(x,l)≤1}
)
,
which shows
θ(l)2.2.2 ≤ K (Il,n,0 + Il,n,p) . (6.20)
Combining the estimates (6.11), (6.12), (6.13), (6.15), (6.17), (6.18) and (6.20), and ap-
plying now Lemma 6.2(i)–(ii) we obtain the desired assertion.
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